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Abstract
With the prevalence of intelligent devices, social networks have been playing an increasingly im-
portant role in our daily life. Various social networks (e.g., Twitter, Facebook) provide convenient
platforms for users to explore the world. In this thesis, we study the problem of multi-perspective
analysis of social events detected from social networks. In particular, we aim to make sense of the
social events from the following three perspectives: 1) what are these social events about; 2) how do
these events evolve along timeline; 3) who are involved in the discussions on these events. We mainly
work on two categories of social data: the user-generated contents such as tweets and Facebook posts,
and the users’ interactions such as the follow and reply behaviours among users. On one hand, the
posts reveal valuable information that describes the evolutions of miscellaneous social events, which
is crucial for people to understand the world. On the other hand, users’ interactions demonstrate
users’ relationships among each other and thus provide opportunities for analysing the underlying
communities behind the social events. However, it is not practical to manually detect social events,
monitor event evolutions or profile the underlying communities from the massive amount of social
data generated everyday. Hence, how to efficiently and effectively extract, manage and analyse the
useful information from the social data for multi-perspective social events understanding is of great
importance.
The social data is dynamic source of information which enables people to stay informed of what
is happening now and who are the active and influential users discussing these social events. For one
thing, social data is generated by people worldwide at all time, which may make fast identification of
events even before the mainstream media. Moreover, the continuous stream of social data reflects the
event evolutions and characterizes the events with changing opinions at different stages. This provides
an opportunity to people for timely responses to urgent events. For another, users are often not isolated
in social networks. The interactions between users can be utilized to discover the communities who
discuss each social event. Underlying community profiling provides answers to the questions like who
are interested in these events, and which group of people are the most influential users in spreading
certain event topics. These answers deepen our understanding of the social events by considering not
only the events themselves but also the users behind these events.
The first research task in this thesis is to monitor and index the evolving events from social textual
contents. The social data cover a wide variety of events which typically evolve over time. Although
event detection has been actively studied, most existing approaches do not track the evolution of
events, nor do they address the issue of efficient monitoring in the presence of a large number of
events. In this task, we detect events based on the user-generated textual contents and design four
event operations to capture the dynamics of events. Moreover, we propose a novel event indexing
structure, called Multi-layer Inverted List, to manage dynamic event databases for the acceleration of
large-scale event search and update.
The second research task is to explore multiple features for social events tracking and visualiza-
tion. In addition to textual contents utilized in the first task, social data contains various features,
such as images and timestamps. The benefits of incorporating different features into event detection
are twofold. First, these features provide supplemental information that facilitates the event detection
model. Second, different features describe the detected events from different aspects, which enables
users to have a better understanding with more vivid visualizations. To improve the event detection
performance, we propose a novel generative probabilistic model which jointly models five differ-
ent features. The event evolution tracking is achieved by applying the maximum-weighted bipartite
graph matching on the events discovered in consecutive periods. Events are then visualized by the
representative images selected based on our three defined criteria.
The third research task is to detect and profile the underlying social communities in social events.
The social data not only contains user-generated contents which describe the events evolutions, but
also comprises various information on the users who discuss these events, such as user attributes, user
behaviours, and so on. Comprehensively utilizing this user information can help to group similar users
into communities, and enrich the social event analysis from the community perspective. Motivated by
the rich semantics about user behaviours hidden in social data, we extend the community definition as
a group of users who are not only densely connected, but also having similar behaviours. Moreover,
in addition to detecting the communities, we further profile each of the detected communities for
social events analysis. A novel community profiling model is designed to detect and characterize a
community by both content profile (what a community is about) and diffusion profile (how it interacts
with others).
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In this thesis, we study the problem of multi-perspective analysis of social events. To make sense
of the social events detected from social networks, we approach the event understanding problem
by analysing events from different angles, including event contents, event evolutions and users who
involved in the event discussion. Specifically, we have the following three major research tasks:
textual event monitoring and indexing, social event tracking and visualization, and the underlying
community profiling. In this chapter, we introduce the background, research challenges, and our
contributions to each of the three research tasks. The thesis organization is given at the end.
1.1 Background
With the prevalence of intelligent devices and the rapid advancement of information technology, social
networks have been playing an increasingly important role in people’s daily life in recent decades.
Various social networks (e.g., Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, etc.) provide convenient platforms for
users to share information, to communicate with each other and to explore the world. Over the past
decades, there has been a burst of growth in both the popularity of social network users and the
volume of social media data. In this thesis, we study the problem of multi-perspective analysis of
social events from social networks. In particular, we aim to make sense of the social events from the
following three perspectives: 1) what are these social events about; 2) how do these events evolve
along timeline; 3) who are involved in the discussions related to these events. We mainly work
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on two categories of social data: the user-generated contents (noted as posts in this thesis) such as
tweets, Facebook posts, and the users’ interactions such as the follow and retweet behaviours among
users. On one hand, the quickly updated posts reveal the up-to-date information on breaking news,
hot discussions, public opinions, and so on. This valuable information describes the evolutions of
miscellaneous events that are happening locally and globally, which is crucial for people to understand
the world. On the other hand, people may not only be interested in what is happening now but also
in the users and communities who actively discuss these events. For example, the company would
like to have a knowledge of people’s sentiments and opinions on the events related to their products.
The government may be interested in the influential users who spread the information of certain
emerging political events. Users’ interactions demonstrate users’ relationships among each other
and thus provide opportunities for detecting and analysing the underlying communities behind the
social events. However, it is not practical to manually detect social events, monitor event evolutions
or profile the underlying communities from the massive amount of social data generated everyday.
Hence, how to efficiently and effectively extract, manage and analyse the useful information from the
social data for multi-perspective social events understanding is of great importance.
The social data streams are dynamic sources of information which enable individuals, companies
and even government organizations to stay informed of what is happening all over the world and
who are the active and influential users discussing these social events. For one thing, social data
is generated by people worldwide at all time, which may make fast identification of events even
before the mainstream media. Moreover, events typically evolve over time. The continuous stream
of social data reflects the development of events and characterizes the events with changing opinions
at different stages. This provides an opportunity to people for timely responses to urgent events.
For another, users are often not isolated in social networks. There are different kinds of interactions
between users, such as follow, retweet, reply, et al. These interactions can be utilized to discover the
communities who discuss each social event, in which a community is defined as a group of users who
are densely connected with each other and share similar topics of interest. The correctly detected
communities help to make sense of the social events from the community perspective. Profiling the
underlying communities behind the events discussions provides answers to the questions like who are
interested in these events, how do people interact with those who share similar ideas and those who
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hold different opinions, and which group of people are the most influential users in spreading certain
event topics. These answers deepen our understanding of the social events by considering not only
the events themselves but also the users behind these events.
We take the match between Lee Sedol and Google’s AlphaGo as an example for illustration. Al-
phaGo challenged South Korean professional Go player Lee Sedol with five games from 9 March
to 15 March 2016. A lot of posts about this series of games appeared on various social networks.
People’s focuses also changed as this event unfolded. For example, before the first game, people
were interested in whom would be the winner. After AlphaGo won the first game, some people were
amazed by the development of advanced technology. But some others worried that AI would reign the
human world someday. After a series of failures of Lee, some people stood out to judge the fairness
of this game. As can be seen from the example, the general interests of posts from social networks
can precisely reflect the evolution of events. Moreover, we can group users into different commu-
nities based on their topics of interest and their interactions. This will provide the additional event
information like users’ sentiments and community level information diffusion strength, thus give us a
more comprehensive knowledge and understanding of these events. In this example, people from the
IT community may have more positive attitude on AlphaGo than those from the Go community. In
addition to providing a community perspective to describe these events, the correctly detected com-
munities can also benefit a lot of other applications, such as marketing research and public policy
making. For example, those who have an open mind to AI are more likely to be the potential buyer of
an AI product.
The event detection and analysis has long been studied in the data mining community. In con-
trast to the well-written, structured, and edited traditional data (e.g., news, articles, etc.), social data
contains large amounts of informal, irregular and abbreviated words, a large number of spelling and
grammatical errors, and a large proportion of them are meaningless messages [5]. Moreover, the posts
are usually much shorter in length (e.g., tweets are restricted in 140 characters). These characteris-
tics pose new challenges to the social event detection problem which are different from those faced
by the conventional event detection tasks. How to take advantage of the up-to-date and comprehen-
sive information hidden in the noisy and short posts is the main challenge for social event detection.
Moreover, the events detected from the quickly updated social data streams are typically evolving
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with time. How do we efficiently capture the dynamic changes of social events from the stream data
is not trivial. The event monitoring algorithms for such kind of dynamic data have to be efficient,
scalable and incremental. Last but not least, users are either actively interacting with others to express
their opinions in the discussion of the social events or spreading the event relevant information in
the social networks. How can we comprehensively model the heterogeneous user interactions and
diffusion behaviours for underlying community profiling so as to understand the events from the user
perspective remains challenging.
In this thesis, we focus on the research problem of analysing social events by event detection,
event monitoring and underlying community profiling. Social data consists of multiple features (e.g.,
text, image, location, timestamp, etc.), which describe events from different perspectives. Compre-
hensively modeling these features helps to identify events from the social data streams accurately. As
we have introduced before, events are dynamically changing over time. We can either detect events
and monitor their evolutions simultaneously or conduct these two tasks one after the other. The first
option is suitable for the stream processing. Given a continuous data stream, the arrival of a new
post will trigger one or more of the following four event operations: the creation of a new event, the
growth of an existing event, the split of an event and the merges of several events. These four event
operations inherently record the event evolutions. The pipeline option is suitable for batch processing,
in which we periodically detect events from a collection of posts and then track the event evolutions
by analysing the relationships between the events detected in consecutive periods. Apart from event
contents and event evolutions, analysing the underlying communities for each social event is another
crucial perspective towards event understanding since users are one of the most important elements
of the social events. In addition to posting contents from which events can be detected, users ac-
tively interact with each others in the social networks. A holistic modeling of the heterogeneous user
interactions helps to detect and profile the communities who discuss these social events.
The rich and continuous flow of social data provides reliable information source about daily life
stories, latest news and public opinions. In this thesis, our objective is to effectively detect and
analyse social events from different perspectives. In particular, we aim to explore social data from
different aspects to detect social events, monitor and visualize the event evolutions, as well as find
and profile communities behind these events. Our research can cater to a large variety of different
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needs. For instance, the detected events can help individuals to stay informed of the latest news. The
event evolutions monitoring process provides the government the opportunity for timely responses at
different stages. The community profiling helps companies to improve decision making and business
intelligence. Specifically, we focus on the following three main research tasks in this thesis.
• Monitoring and indexing the evolving events detected based on the textual contents generated
by users in social networks.
• Exploring multiple social data features to track and visualize the evolutions of social events.
• Jointly detecting and profiling social communities who discuss the social events by holistically
modeling user links, user generated contents and user content diffusion.
1.2 Research Problems and Challenges
We systematically study the problem of textual event monitoring and indexing, social event track-
ing and visualization, and underlying social community profiling in this thesis. In this section, we
introduce the motivations and challenges for each of the three research problems.
1.2.1 Textual Event Monitoring and Indexing
In this thesis, a social event is defined as a significant occurrence of users’ anomalous activities in
social networks, which is unusual relative to normal patterns of users’ behaviours [38]. In the first
task, we focus on the textual event, which are detected from the social data based on the user-generated
textual contents. In particular, a textual event is a cluster of posts sharing similar textual information.
Since social data stream is highly dynamic, the events detected from social data are evolving quickly.
Event evolution exhibits event changes across successive time stamps. For example, public opinions
for a U.S. presidential election may change over time. Its evolution can unfold a history of the event
and characterize the event with changing opinions over time, providing an opportunity for timely
responses at different stages. Thus, how to efficiently and effectively monitor event evolution from
the social data streams is significant.
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Given a social data stream, the event evolution monitoring problem aims to incrementally generate
a set of events along the timeline and analyse the evolving relationships among them, e.g., which event
is the ancestor of another one. Promptly and correctly detect the events and monitor their evolutions
help to make sense of the influence and the trend of social events. The characteristics of social data
pose two main challenges to event evolution monitoring. First, the textual content of a post is short
and noisy, which may affect the quality of event tracking. Second, posts keep arriving in a streaming
fashion. According to the online statistics, there are around 58 million tweets posted on Twitter per
day on average. The event monitoring algorithms for such kind of dynamic social data have to be
scalable and incremental without a priori knowledge. Existing event detection methods, such as
the single-pass incremental clustering algorithm [3, 7, 41], can hardly be applied to event evolution
monitoring due to the following two limitations. First, once a cluster is created, it can only be updated
by inserting new tweets, which is too restrictive to capture the evolution of events. Second, it lacks
indexing support. It needs to compare the newly arriving tweet with all existing events exhaustively.
Without an index, the performance will deteriorate when the data size and the number of events grow
quickly. However, indexing structures which are designed for long text documents such as Web pages
cannot efficiently process short and rapidly arriving tweets. Most of the existing studies on event
evolution monitoring focus on tracking the details of one event (e.g., [3, 59]). The peaks of the
user activities are highlighted by analysing the posts collection belonging to a specific event, but the
relationships among multiple events and the changes are missed in their work. To monitor evolutions
among all relevant events, a subgraph-by-subgraph incremental tracking framework is proposed in
[45]. Six primitive cluster evolution operations are defined to capture the dynamic changes of events
efficiently. However, they only check the evolution of events when the time window moves and thus
fail to monitor event evolutions in real time. Moreover, the setting of the time window length could
be problematic.
1.2.2 Social Event Tracking and Visualization
In contrast with the traditional text documents (e.g., news articles) which only contain textual con-
tents, social data consists of multiple features, such as image, timestamp, location, etc. This brings
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opportunities which are not found in conventional media. In this task, we aim to explore various
features to improve the social event detection and tracking performance. We use Twitter data for
illustration purpose in this task. The benefits of incorporating different features into event detection
are twofold. First, these features provide supplemental information that facilitates the event detection
model. Second, different features describe the detected events from different aspects, which enables
users to have a better understanding with more vivid visualizations.
Recent studies have already started to consider some of these features. However, existing methods
have the following two main limitations. First, although a fast-growing percentage of tweets contain
images now, few efforts have been devoted to study these images and utilize them in the event de-
tection task. [18] is the first attempt to discover the correlations between the tweet’s image and its
text. It classifies the image tweets into the visually-relevant and visually-irrelevant tweets. Existing
image-involved social event detection methods (e.g., [10, 91]) tend to use the whole image collections
in their models despite that not all images are relevant and useful. Furthermore, the way they utilize
images is to apply the bag-of-visual-words model on the extracted SIFT feature and then handle the
generated visual words in the same way as textual words. This straightforward process of images
may fail to fully capture the rich visual information embedded in images. Second, even though dif-
ferent features have been utilized in different models (e.g., spatio-temporal information [99], images
[10, 11], hashtag [75]), no one has comprehensively exploited all these features in one framework.
Moreover, different from the well-written, structured traditional documents, social data contains a
large number of meaningless and polluted content and are usually short. These characteristics present
two more challenges to the event detection task. First, the posts are usually restricted in length, e.g.,
a tweet has maximum 140 characters. This leads to a problem that most existing topic models may
not work any more for social event detection from such data streams. For example, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [12] has been widely used for semantic-based event detection. Although LDA is
a classic yet effective algorithm, its assumption that each document is a mixture of several topics is
not valid for short tweets. Intuitively, a single tweet is usually about one topic [10]. Second, posts
are often overwhelmed by meaningless words and irrelevant images [96]. Existing detection methods
such as LTT [99] and MMLDA [10] take no measures to filter those noisy contents.
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1.2.3 Social Community Profiling
In the previous two research tasks, we analyse the social events in terms of event contents and event
evolutions by exploring various social data features. In addition to obtaining the information related
to the events themselves, analysing the underlying communities for each social event is another cru-
cial perspective towards event understanding. There are two reasons. First, underlying community
profiling makes the descriptions of the events more comprehensive by analysing these social events
from the user perspective. Second, community profiling provides the information diffusion strengths
within one community and between communities. This means that we can not only have a knowledge
of the events that are happening at the moment, but also further predict how the information about
the similar events will diffuse in social networks in the future. Traditionally, the research focuses on
community detection from user links [26, 42, 47]. However, it is common that, users not only link
with each other, but also publish content and diffuse content with the other users. For example, in
Twitter, users not only follow each other, but also tweet and retweet from others. These different user
actions provide rich semantics about the user behaviours, thus motivating us to extend the definition
of community. In particular, we define a community as a group of users who are not only densely con-
nected, but also sharing similar behaviours, i.e., publishing similar content and diffusing information
in a similar way. In this task, we study a novel problem of underlying community profiling for social
event analysis, which aims to characterize a community by both its “internal property” of what the
community is about, and “external property” of how it interacts with other communities. Particularly,
given the user links, user published content and user information diffusion as inputs, our goal is to
model: 1) a community content profile by the event topic distribution of a community; 2) a commu-
nity diffusion profile by a distribution of the information diffusion strength from one community to
another on a certain event topic.
Systematically solving the community profiling problem is challenging. To start with, since com-
munity profiling is based on “community”, do we have to first detect communities and then profile
them? Our answer is no, because profiling also helps detection. If the users are not only densely
connected, but also sharing similar published content and similar diffusion behaviour, they are more
likely to be from the same community. In other words, modeling the content and diffusion also helps
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identify the communities. Thus, it is necessary to jointly model community profiling and community
detection. Secondly, user links and user information diffusion are heterogeneous in modeling com-
munities. How should we handle the heterogeneous user interactions in modeling the communities?
On one hand, in modeling communities with user links, it is often assumed that the users within a
community are densely connected, and those between two communities are loosely connected; i.e.,
the inter-community links are expected to be “weak” [26, 42, 47]. On the other hand, in modeling
information diffusion, the “weak ties” theory has recognized that the inter-community interactions are
important, and they may not necessarily be “weak” [29]. Thirdly, community-level diffusion (from
the user aggregation perspective) does not account for all the possible information diffusion decisions.
It is common to see some diffusion due to the topic being popular at the moment (e.g., presidential
election) or the information coming from some celebrities. Such topic popularity (from the content
perspective) and individual preference (from the user perspective) are the other two major factors in
diffusion. We need to consider all these possible factors for comprehensive diffusion modeling, and
thus accurately characterize the strength of community-level diffusion.
1.3 Approaches and Contributions
In this section, we summarize our proposed approaches and contributions for each of the problems
we addressed in the three research tasks.
1.3.1 Indexing Evolving Textual Events
Our Approach
Our objective of this task is to effectively and efficiently detect emerging events, capture the changes
of existing events and eventually reveal events’ evolution paths over continuous social text data
streams. In view of the lack of effective methods for monitoring evolving events from social data,
we design four event operations to capture dynamic event evolution patterns, including creation, ab-
sorption, split and merge. These four operations are able to track event evolutions over time. Further,
split and merge operations can also record event relationships in the evolution process. To implement
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fast event search upon the arrival of new tweets, we propose a Multi-layer Inverted List (MIL) as an
event indexing structure that can support both efficient event search (for the four event operations)
and real-time event update. More specifically, a multi-layer structure is constructed based on the tra-
ditional inverted list indexing to support fast search and update for large-scale event databases. By
exploiting the strong correlations among words in short tweets, them-th layer in the structure contains
the inverted lists for m-terms (i.e., a sequence of m words sorted in alphabetical order that frequently
co-occur in tweets). It is designed in a way that more relevant yet shorter event lists are quickly found
at the lowest layer, hence searching longer event lists at the upper layer can be largely avoided by our
proposed pruning strategy. Note that MIL is an indexing structure with root (the first layer) at the top.
Equipped with the MIL indexing structure, nearest neighbour search is implemented with effective
upper bound pruning. A novel upper bound on event similarity is designed to significantly reduce the
computational cost on the long event lists.
Contributions
• We use four event operations along with the stream clustering algorithm to effectively capture
event evolution patterns over time.
• We propose a novel event indexing structure, referred to as Multi-layer Inverted List, to facilitate
event search and event update for large-scale, dynamic event databases.
• We present efficient algorithms for nearest neighbour search with upper bound pruning to avoid
a large proportion of expensive event similarity computations.
• We conduct an extensive performance study on dynamic event databases generated from over
ten million tweets and the results demonstrate the superiority of our methods over existing
methods.
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1.3.2 Multi-feature Event Modeling: Detection, Tracking and Visualization
Our Approach
In this task, we aim to effectively detect social events by exploring various social data features, track
the evolutions of the detected events and visualize each of them to provide a vivid and intuitive pre-
sentation. A novel probabilistic generative model is proposed for social event detection, which takes
five different features including text, image, timestamp, location and hashtag as the input. Notably,
only text is compulsory and the other four features may not be necessarily present. Events are then
periodically detected. The event evolution tracking is achieved by applying the maximum-weighted
bipartite graph matching on the events discovered in consecutive periods. In the final step, the events
are visualized by summarizing images of all the posts related to the events, where the representative
images are selected based on our defined three criteria. Different from the traditional topic models, in
our model each short tweet is generated from one topic rather than a mixture of topics. Importantly,
we design a two-layer filter framework to address the issue of the noisy social images. An SVM
classifier is applied as a preliminary filter to remove noisy images, followed by a latent filter in our
model which classifies the images as general images and specific images. Only the specific images
are used for event detection. In other words, the first filter (SVM classifier) removes the stop images
and the second filter (latent in the STM-TwitterLDA) removes the general images.
Contributions
• We design a novel generative probabilistic model for effective event detection from social data
streams which jointly models various features. The intrinsic correlations among these features
are fully explored for the performance improvements.
• We extensively study the impact of images on the social event detection performance and pro-
pose a two-layer filter framework to address the issue of the noisy social images.
• We define three criteria to select the representative images for event visualization and verify its
quality by a case study.
• We conduct comprehensive experiments on a large real-world tweet dataset. The results prove
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the advantages of our model over existing studies.
1.3.3 Community Profiling for Social Events Understanding
Our Approach
In this task, we propose a novel Community Profiling model to analyse the underlying communities
who discuss the social events detected from social networks. Our model simultaneously detect and
profile communities with the consideration of heterogeneous user interactions and comprehensive
diffusion modeling. The three challenges mentioned in Section 1.2.3 are addressed as follows. For
joint profiling and detection, we novelly introduce community assignments as the latent variables to
holistically generate all the user links, published content and information diffusion together. As a
result, we can do community detection, content profiling and diffusion profiling at the same time. For
heterogeneous user interactions, we novelly design different distributions to generate the user links
and diffusion links from the community assignments. In terms of the user link distribution, we par-
ticularly enforce that two users sharing similar community assignments are more likely to generate a
user link between them. As for the diffusion link distribution, we allow the inter-community diffu-
sion strength to be learned. For comprehensive diffusion modeling, we consider all the three factors,
including community interaction strength, individual user preference and time-sensitive topic popu-
larity, together to define our diffusion distribution. Moreover, we also allow the importance of each
factor to be learned automatically from the data.
Contributions
• We study a new problem of community profiling for social event analysis, which provides a
comprehensive description of events from the user perspective.
• We for the first time holistically model user links, user published content and user content
diffusion together in a principled manner for profiling communities.
• We contribute a community profiling model to consider joint profiling and detection, heteroge-
neous user interactions and comprehensive diffusion modeling.
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• We evaluate our model on real-world data sets, which has evidenced that our model outper-
forms the state-of-the-art baseline by 22.65% on link prediction task and 18.74% on diffusion
prediction task.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the literature related
to the three research topics included in this thesis. Chapter 3 studies the textual event monitoring
and indexing problem. We present a stream clustering algorithm to monitor evolving events from the
continuous social text streams. A novel event indexing structure is proposed to support fast event
search and real-time event update. Chapter 4 explores multiple social data features in addition to
text for social event tracking and visualization. A probabilistic model is proposed to detect events
from social data streams, and then the random walk algorithms are performed to track the events
evolutions and select the representative images for event visualization. Chapter 5 focuses on the
social community profiling for social events understanding. We design a novel generative model to
jointly detect and profile communities from social data with the consideration of both heterogeneous
user interactions and comprehensive diffusion modeling. Finally, we summarize the conclusions and




In this chapter, we provide an overview of the most relevant literatures to the three research problems
included in this thesis. In particular, we review the related work on the textual event monitoring and in-
dexing in Section 2.1, in which the state-of-the-arts methods for both textual event detection/tracking
and text indexing are introduced. In section 2.2, we discuss the related work on two relevant topics of
social event tracking and visualization: topic models for social event detection and representative im-
age selection. Section 2.3 compares the literatures related to community profiling from three aspects:
joint community profiling and detection, heterogeneous user interactions and diffusion granularity
level.
2.1 Textual Event Monitoring and Indexing
In this section, we review related work on two topics: social event detection/tracking and text index-
ing, and then present the differences between existing work and ours at the end.
2.1.1 Textual Event Detection and Tracking
Event Detection. Recently, considerable efforts have been devoted to summarizing online textual
streams such as tweets in the form of events [1, 81, 48, 49]. There are various ways to give a taxonomy
of all these related works. As shown in [5], according to the detection task, the techniques can be
classified into retrospective event detection (RED) [31] and new event detection (NED) [46]. Based
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on the event type, they are categorized into specified [60] and unspecified [8] event detection. The
former relies on the prior available information on the event of interest, while the latter detects events
from the bursts or trends in Twitter streams. Depending on the detection method, there are supervised
[73] and unsupervised [92] algorithms. In our work, we focus on NED, unspecified and unsupervised
event detection. We undertake a brief review of several representative studies in the same category. To
capture emerging events, [4] identifies the locally dense sub-graphs from a graph under a streaming
model. In [92], daily signals for each word are constructed by applying wavelet analysis. The words
are clustered into events using a modularity-based graph partitioning algorithm. This kind of daily
detected events lose track of their developments over multiple days. In [2], the single-pass incremental
clustering algorithm is adopted for event detection and the threshold is dynamically generated by the
statistics of existing clusters. However, the influence of the cluster center shift is ignored, thus it fails
to capture the dynamics of events. There are some efforts to event detection from the natural language
processing community. In [70], a new event is identified if its similarity to the closest existing tweets is
below a certain threshold. Then to track the development of the event, a real-time tracking component
is designed to maintain a sliding window of tweets. The most informative terms about the event are
used to retrieve new tweets about this event. After that, the extractive summarisation is performed
to reduce the non-relevant and redundant tweets with respect to the existing event summary and
then maintain a updated event summary in real-time. In [19], the authors propose a novel event-
extraction method which automatically extract lexical-level and sentence-level features to train the
multi-class classification via dynamic multi-pooling convolutional neural networks. Specifically, a
word-representation model is designed to capture meaningful semantic regularities for words and a
convolutional neural network is adopted to capture the sentence-level features. In [68], a generative
model is designed to event schema induction. In addition to the head words, a list of attribute relations
and a list of trigger relations are adopted to represent an entity for entity disambiguation. These
algorithms mainly rely on how to extract more representative and effective key features from the
entity-level or sentence-level to identify and track the events, while we focus on design more effective
algorithms on the bag-of-word model (augmented term frequency vectors to represent each tweet) to
monitor the dynamic events efficiently.
Event Evolution. Most of the work on event evolution tracks the details of one specified event
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in real time. For example, in [3], the authors track the representative tweets of an event and mine
geographical diffusion trajectory on the map. Instead of tracking one individual event, we focus on
event evolution, aiming to monitor the event evolution among relevant events. To the best of our
knowledge, [45] is the only effort to monitor event evolution. In their work, a subgraph-by-subgraph
incremental tracking framework is proposed for event monitoring. A skeletal graph is designed to
summarize the information within a fading time window in a dynamic network. However, the evo-
lution graph is constructed by treating each event snapshot as a node and the trajectory between
snapshots as paths. So the evolution of an event is only checked when the time window moves. This
time window strategy faces the problem that long time window length may lead to losing track of
highly dynamic events’ evolutions and the short time window length will lead to storing redundant
snapshots for steady events.
2.1.2 Text Indexing
Traditional Text Indexing. Text indexing is an important area and has been widely studied to facil-
itate textual information retrieval in various information systems. Among all the indexing structures
(e.g., [106], [101]), the inverted file has proven to be the most effective structure for text similarity
search [108]. The relevant research has been explored in many directions, including index construc-
tion, index maintenance, index storage, index compression, etc. We are particularly interested in
index construction and maintenance. The traditional inverted file maintains a list for each word in the
vocabulary, where each list contains the identifiers of the documents that contain the word and some
other advanced information such as the in-document term frequencies. Different variants have been
proposed to improve the performance. Phrase index (e.g., [15]) stores word sequences rather than
individual words as the index terms to support fast phrase queries. But the word sequence in phrase
index is a phrase which is an ordered list of words in natural language, while our index term is a set
of frequently co-occurring words sorted in alphabetical order. [71] proposed a two-layer indexing
structure over the partitions of author names and on the clusters inside each partition to efficiently
retrieve an author query to its closest cluster for duplicate detection. Their indexing structure is con-
structed based on the offline cluster results while ours is used to accelerate the processing of online
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clustering. The most relevant work to ours is the integration of the trie-tree structure and inverted file
to index set-valued attributes for superset, subset and equality queries [87]. The key idea is to store
the frequent items as a trie-tree structure in main memory, along with the corresponding inverted
sublists. Hence the IO cost of transferring the disk pages with the inverted lists to main memory is
reduced. Our work is complementary to theirs, since their index structure is designed to reduce the
IO cost, while our in-memory index structure stores the upper bound information and provides tighter
upper bounds in the lower layers to prune the long retrieved lists in upper layers so as to reduce the
similarity computation cost.
Indexing for Social Data. Unlike traditional text indexing, the indexing structure for social data
should be capable of ingesting the data rapidly and support efficient search and quick update on large-
scale data. In [13], a retrieval engine which supports Twitter’s real-time search is introduced. The
authors focus on how to organize the inverted list indexing to support low-latency, high-throughput
retrieval and how to implement concurrency management. In [16], a query-based classification ap-
proach is designed to distinguish between tweets that may appear as a search result with high prob-
ability and the noisy tweets. The former will be indexed by the inverted list in real-time, and the
latter will be indexed in a background batch scheme. As we can see, all these indexing structures are
constructed to index tweets and the search algorithms are designed to support fast tweet search on
tweets data not event search on the detected events (clusters of tweets). The difference is that only a
limited number of words exist in one tweet (even with weights) and the tweets search uses a boolean
query language, i.e., search tweets containing (or not containing) specified search term(s); while for
events, there might be hundreds of words in one event and only a few of them are dominant words
(i.e., words with much higher weight than others). Moreover, event search is nearest neighbour search
which is more complex than boolean queries. To the best of our knowledge, only one event indexing
structure named variable dimensional extendible hash (VDEH) [99] has been proposed before. Given
a query tweet, they use the fraction of matched tweets in an event to calculate the similarity between a
query tweet and an event. VDEH stores highly similar tweets together in one bucket of the hash to ac-
celerate the comparison between the query tweet and each event. Besides indexing, another approach
for improving efficiency is the distributed processing topology [62]. However, for the highly dynamic
Twitter data stream, detecting events immediately after the tweets are posted is of great importance.
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Unlike the distributed system, our proposed in-memory indexing structure can process data in real
time by avoiding disk IO.
Summary
Our work can be distinguished from previous work in several ways. First, in addition to event detec-
tion, we aim to track evolving events over time. Unlike previous work which checks the evolution
patterns only when the time window moves, we record the evolution patterns and identify event re-
lationships whenever events evolve. Second, we design an indexing structure for event databases to
support event search and update. Although VDEH has been proposed to index events, the actual
data indexed by VDEH contains all the posts in each event, which leads to large storage cost. In
contrast, ours is an in-memory indexing structure which stores only the summary representation of
the event. By avoiding the IO cost, we are able to process the highly dynamic social data in real
time. Third, we design new and tight upper bounds on the Cosine similarity between posts and events
to quickly reduce the search space for nearest neighbour search. Fourth, existing work on indexing
social data mostly focuses on organizing the quickly incoming posts while our work aims to improve
the performance of searching the detected events given posts.
2.2 Modeling Social Data for Social Event Tracking and Visual-
ization
In this section, we review the existing studies from two aspects which are the two main components
of our proposed work, topic model for social event detection and the representative image selection
for event visualization.
2.2.1 Topic Models for Social Event Detection
Event detection in social networks has been extensively studied in recent years. As mentioned in
[10], majority of these methods can be categorized into frequency-based, semantic-based, graph-
based and machine learning-based. We focus on the semantic-based methods. More specifically,
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a literature review is conducted on the social event detection via LDA-based topic model. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [12] was first proposed for topic discovery in 2003. Ever since that, many
extensions and variants (e.g., [97, 77]) have been proposed due to its effectiveness and high degree
of modularity. Labeled LDA [75] presents a partially supervised learning model and incorporates
hashtags as labels for their model. However, not all topics in posts include hashtags. TwitterLDA
is proposed in [98] as the first topic model specifically designed for tweets data. Different from
the traditional formal documents, tweets are short and noisy. In view of this, TwitterLDA makes
two major corresponding adjustments. First, instead of representing a document as a distribution of
multiple topics, they think that each tweet is only mapped to one topic. Second, they classify the words
into background words and topic words. Background words are the noisy words commonly used in
all tweets while topic words are the meaningful words from some topics. Inspired by TwitterLDA,
TimeUserLDA [22] extends TwitterLDA via utilizing the time factor in addition to the text for bursty
topics discovery. MMLDA [10] is another extension of TwitterLDA, which appends the tweet images
in their model. SIFT features are extracted from the images in tweets, and the visual words are
generated by applying the bag-of-visual-words model on these SIFT features. After that, the visual
words are treated in the same way as textual words in their MMLDA model. However, images in
tweets are not necessarily relevant to the text [18]. Moreover, representing an image as a bag-of-
visual-words may not fully exploit the visual properties existing in images, given that recent visual
features generated from sophisticated methods such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) can
represent images more effectively than traditional features like SIFT features in many recognition
tasks [43]. A lot of efforts have also been devoted to deal with the high dimensional visual feature
[103], [105]. In [99], a Location-Time constrained Topic (LTT) model is proposed by extending
the TOT model [90] and considering the latitude and longitude information. Three tweet features are
considered in their Location-Time constrained Topic (LTT) model, including text, time and geography
information. Nevertheless, LTT follows the standard LDA framework and the problem caused by the
above two characteristics of the tweets are not addressed in their model. Besides, tweet images are
ignored in their work.
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2.2.2 Representative Image Selection
Images provide users a more vivid description of an event and representative image selection is an
effective way to summarize a set of images for event visualization. There exist various image involved
tasks, e.g., [104], [102]. Different summarization objectives are considered in existing work. In [93],
authors design three criteria: relevance, visual consistency and burstiness to personalize trending im-
age search suggestion. However, the diversity is not considered. [37] improves the diversity of the
search results by ranking the set of near-duplicate video clusters. Similarly, [10] applies normalized
cut for images clustering and then adopts manifold ranking algorithm to rank the images within each
cluster. The most representative image is selected from each cluster to construct the representative
images set. Diversity is also considered in [82] to measure the concept subgraph redundancies. How-
ever, for social event visualization, social images are quite noisy and some images are not relevant
enough to represent the event [18]. These less relevant images should be removed from the images
set first. In this sense, a visual coherence based filter should be built before the image diversity is
taken into account. In our work, we use a random walk process [35] to get the visual coherence score,
which is considered together with a visual relevance score to filter out the less relevant images. After
that, the bipartite graph hitting time [63] is adopted to achieve image result diversity.
Summary
Our work is different from the existing work in the following important ways. First, our topic model
is specifically designed for the social data such as tweets. Although TwitterLDA has tackled the
problem of short and noisy tweets contents, many other features such as images are not taken into
account. Our model is capable of jointly modeling five different features with the noisy words and
images filtered. Second, we use the CNN feature in our model rather than the bag-of-visual-words
feature as in previous studies. CNN feature has been proved to generate consistent superior results
compared to others for a wide range of visual recognition and classification tasks on different datasets
[69, 76]. Furthermore, our model is well designed to be fit for the CNN feature. Third, we propose
three criteria for representative image selection. In contrast to other algorithms, our schema first
generates a candidate set based on the visual relevance and coherence in order to remove the less
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relevant images. This is very important for the messy social images. After that, the representative
images are selected from the candidates with the consideration of diversity which is omitted in [93].
2.3 Social Community Detection and Profiling
In this section, we compare the representative work related to social community profiling problem
from three aspects: joint community profiling and detection, heterogeneous user interactions and
diffusion granularity level.
2.3.1 Community Profiling vs. Detection
So far as we know, although there are many community detection algorithms, the problem of com-
munity profiling has not been studied. Traditionally, community detection focuses on using user-user
links to find compact user communities [26, 42]. They overlook the content of users, thus unable
to explain what a community is in terms of content. The recent community detection algorithms
start to consider the user published content [54, 78, 79, 80]. However, they do not characterize the
community interactions as we do. There are also some recent studies that consider user attributes,
instead of user published free text, for community detection [61, 84, 94, 100]. In addition to lack
of modeling community-level interactions, they also do not pursue further content analysis, such as
topic modeling, like us.
2.3.2 Heterogeneous vs. Homogeneous User Interactions
The majority of community detection algorithms consider a single type of user interaction, e.g., the
user followship in Twitter [80], Flickr [78] and Facebook/Google+ [61, 95], the co-authorship in
DBLP [94, 100], the email exchange in the Enron Email corpus [80]. Although some community
detection work manages to model different kinds of objects and thus different kinds of object inter-
actions (e.g., author writes papers and publishes it in a venue [84]), it neither really models multiple
types of interactions w.r.t. a single object like “user” nor only clusters “users”. Besides, it does not
model information diffusion. There are a few pioneer studies that consider multiple types of user
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interactions; e.g., users dig/submit/comment events and reply event comments from other users [52],
two users directly contact each other or co-contact/co-subscribe a third user in YouTube [86], users
follow/reply/retweet other users in Twitter [79]. However, these studies tend to model different kinds
of user interactions in the same way, while we try to differentiate them in modeling. Besides, they do
not model information diffusion too.
2.3.3 Community-level vs. Individual-level Diffusion
Most information diffusion studies focus on individual-level user interactions [23, 51, 53, 56]. Such
individual-level diffusion modeling is arguably limited and sensitive to noise [36]. Recently, there has
been some work starting to consider diffusion at the group scale [24], but its groups are predefined
and it has no content information in modeling. CRM [34] proposes a community role model to
model social networks and considers both individual and community factors when modeling diffusion.
However, they define the community as a multinomial distribution over all user links and thus cannot
guarantee the community modularity. Moreover, various user behaviours are summarized as user
actions on certain topics, which does not fully exploit the rich content information.
Summary
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to holistically model the user links, user published con-
tent and user content diffusion to profile the communities. There have been some attempts to leverage
user published contents [54, 78, 80] or user attributes [84, 94, 100], together with user links, for com-
munity detection. But their goals are community detection rather than profiling, and they especially
lack diffusion profile modeling. CRM [34] models both user links and diffusion links. However, they
do not fully exploit the rich semantics in the content information. The closest work to ours on model-
ing community-level diffusion is COLD [36]. However, there are several major differences between
COLD and our work: 1) COLD’s goal is providing a robust representation by community to explain
the diffusion, while our goal is to fundamentally profile a community, so as to answer both what the
communities are and how they interact in terms of information diffusion; 2) COLD only considers a
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single type of user interaction, while we consider multiple types of user interactions; 3) COLD over-
simplifies the mechanism of how communities interact to produce the information diffusion, while
we systematically model both community-level and individual-level factors in diffusion.
Chapter 3
Indexing Evolving Textual Events
3.1 Introduction
With the ever-accelerating development of modern technologies, social networking services have
become increasingly popular nowadays. The social data streams provide a variety of real-world and
real-time information on social events that dynamically change over time. Social event detection aims
at discovering meaningful events from the sheer amount of social data. The correctly detected events
can benefit many important applications such as emergency management, business marketing, public
opinion survey, etc. Although social event detection has been actively studied, how to efficiently
monitor evolving events from continuous social data streams remains open and challenging. Most
of existing approaches do not track the evolution of events, nor do they address the issue of efficient
monitoring in the presence of a large number of events. In this chapter, we capture the dynamics of
events using four event operations (creation, absorption, split and merge), which can be effectively
used to monitor evolving events. Moreover, we propose a novel event indexing structure, called Multi-
layer Inverted List (MIL), to manage dynamic event databases for the acceleration of large-scale event
search and update. We thoroughly study the problem of nearest neighbour search using MIL based
on upper bound pruning, along with incremental index maintenance. Extensive experiments have
been conducted on a large-scale real-world tweet dataset and the results demonstrate the promising
performance of our event indexing and monitoring methods on both efficiency and effectiveness.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 formally defines the problem.
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TABLE 3.1: Event Properties
Property Notation Description
Size |E| the number of posts in E
Radius rE the smallest similarity from the posts in E to the cluster center
Starting time tsE the initial creation time of E
Evolving period teE the time duration of E from its creation to the latest update
Previous events prevE the events where E is derived from
Next events nextE the events derived from E
TABLE 3.2: Notations for Textual Event Monitoring and Indexing
Notation Description
Ej the j-th event
Ei the i-th dimension in the vector representation of E
Ei the i-th largest value among all dimensions of E
Eji the i-th largest value among all dimensions of Ej
Section 3.3 details event evolution monitoring strategies. MIL and its search algorithms are discussed
in Section 3.4. Experimental results are shown in Section 3.5 and we conclude in Section 3.6.
3.2 Problem Formalization
In this section, we will introduce some basic concepts and the research problem we aim to address in
this work.
Post. A post is a small piece of text, which is usually represented by the vector space model
[41]. The augmented term frequency [58] is applied to our representation because it has been proven
to show the best performance in representing dynamic, short and noisy posts [88]. Assuming the
vocabulary used in our vector space model is a bag of words {w1, w2, ..., wn}, we represent a post as
below.
Definition 3.1. Given a post e, it is represented by a vector <tf(w1), tf(w2), ..., tf(wn)> , where
tf(wi), the value of the i-th dimension of e, indicates the augmented term frequency of the corre-




max{f(w,e):w∈e} , f(wi, e) > 0
0 , f(wi, e) = 0
(3.1)
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where f(wi, e) is the term frequency of wi in e, i = 1..n, and n is the vocabulary size. tf(wi) = 0 if
wi does not appear in e.
Event. An event is defined as a cluster of posts sharing similar textual information.
Definition 3.2. Given a similarity metric ϕ1 and a similarity constraint θ, an event E consisting of a
set of posts {e1, e2, · · · } needs to satisfy the following condition that
∀e ∈ E → ϕ(e, E.center) ≥ θ,
where E.center is defined as the mean vector of all post vectors belonging to E, in which each value
is the mean of the augmented term frequencies of the corresponding word.
We simply represent an event E by its center vector E.center, which also applies the vector space
model. Thus, the constraint θ can be considered as the smallest acceptable similarity between the
event and its member posts. A number of important event properties are also recorded, which are
described in Table 3.1. We assume that there is no overlap between events. In other words, any single
post only belongs to one event. This is reasonable because of the small lengths of posts such as tweets.
More notations related to E used in the following sections are listed in Table 5.1.
The Problem. The problem we aim to address in this work is to effectively and efficiently detect
emerging events, capture the changes of existing events and eventually reveal events’ evolution paths
over continuous social data streams. Given a social data stream, we propose to incrementally generate
a set of events S = {E1, E2, · · · } along the timeline and analyse the evolving relationships among
them, e.g., which event is the ancestor of another one. Four operations are defined in our work to
describe the evolving patterns: creation, absorption, split and merge. The evolving paths are recorded
by the event properties prevE and nextE (see Table 3.1). For example, if E1 splits into E2 and E3,
we will set nextE1 = {E2, E3}, prevE2 = E1 and prevE3 = E1.
1Cosine similarity is used in our work.
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3.3 Monitoring Evolving Events
Social events are highly dynamic and evolving quickly. It is important to capture their dynamics
and record their evolutions, which help to make sense of the influence and the trend of social events.
In this section, we will define four event evolution operations, based on which evolving events are
captured incrementally.
3.3.1 Event Evolution Operations
We define four event evolution operations including creation, absorption, split and merge, to reflect
event changes upon the arrival of new posts. Given a set of N existing events {Ej|j = 1..N} and
a new arriving post e, we first find the most similar event to e according to the predefined similarity
metric ϕ and denote it as ENN . Based on the similarity constraint θ on the events, the following
operations are triggered by the arrival of e (similar to the operations in [30]).
Create: If ϕ(e, ENN) < θ, the similarity constraint on events is not satisfied. Thus, a new event is
created, which consists of the single e.
Absorb: If ϕ(e, ENN) ≥ θ, the new post e is supposed to be absorbed by ENN . However, when
e joins ENN , the event center may shift, resulting in the change of the smallest similarity be-
tween the member posts and the event. If the updated smallest similarity value still satisfies the
constraint θ, i.e., not smaller than θ, ENN will be updated by absorbing e. Otherwise, ENN will
no longer be a valid event and the operation Split will be triggered.
Split: If the updated smallest similarity value between the member post and ENN is smaller than θ
by absorbing e, the bisecting k-Means clustering [83] will be performed on the posts contained
by ENN to generate two new events.
Merge: When the operation split is conducted, the newly split events may be merged with other
existing events if the merged events satisfy the similarity constraint θ. In this case, the split
events need to check whether any existing events can be merged, and the merged events are
regarded as new events.
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The time complexity to adjust the event center when absorbing a new post is linear to the number
of words in the updated event. Obviously, split and merge operations indicate the evolving relation-
ships among events. Whenever a split or merge operation happens, event properties prevE and nextE
of new events are updated accordingly, which record the event evolution path and reveal how events
are evolving over time.
To give a better explanation of the above four operations for monitoring evolving events, we will
use a real-world example, i.e., Edward Snowden’s leakage of NSA documents. When Snowden just
left Hawaii for Hong Kong, a lot of posts were posted to discuss him. These posts form the event “E1
(Snowden, NSA, Hong Kong, USA)”.2 After Snowden flew to Russia, the focus of new posts changed
as well. At the beginning, these posts were absorbed by E1 because they were close to E1 by sharing
a lot of common words like “Snowden”, “Edward”, and “USA”. However, when more and more new
posts were involved, the smallest similarity between posts and the event center of E1 was getting
smaller and smaller due to the shifting focus of the new arriving posts, which made the content of the
event E1 more and more diverse. Eventually, the focus of E1 changed from “Hong Kong” to “Hong
Kong, Russia”. At one moment, E1 did not satisfy the similarity constraint θ anymore after receiving
the new posts. Hence E1 was split into “E2 (Snowden, Russia, USA, Putin)” and “E3 (Snowden,
Hong Kong, NSA, leak)”. Once the split operation was triggered, the newly split events (i.e., E2
and E3) could be merged with other nearby events. For example, E2 was merged with “E4 (Russia,
USA, Obama, Putin)” to generate the new event E5 which satisfied the threshold requirement.
The only parameter in defining these four event evolution operations is the similarity constraint
θ. Instead of predefining θ, we aim to automatically adjust it according to the statistics of previous
query posts’ nearest neighbours’ similarity records. The idea is to maintain the mean µ and standard
deviation σ of all the previous query posts’ largest similarity values to the database events. We follow
the settings in [2], and the threshold is dynamically calculated as µ − 3σ. Statistically, the 3σ range
to the mean covers more than 99.7% posts in the event for normally distributed posts. That is to
say, when the similarity between a new post and its nearest neighbour event is smaller than θ, it
is highly unlikely for the post to be relevant to its most similar event and a new event should be
2Note that, rather than using a formal vector space model, in this example, we only use four most frequent words of
an event as its representatives for illustration purpose.
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created. The mean and standard deviation of the largest similarity values of previous query posts
can be maintained dynamically by their zeroth, first and second order moments continuously, which
corresponds to the number of posts, the sum of their largest similarity values, and the sum of squared
largest similarity values respectively. They can be additively calculated over the social data stream,
thus are easily maintained in the streaming scenario. Denoting the three moments as M0,M1, and M2




Besides the automatically generated threshold θ, we also define θU , an upper bound of θ to prevent
an unnecessarily high θ value. For example, the burst of a hot event will lead to a large number of high
similarity values to the event. This will make the value of θ keep increasing, and other less intensive
events will fail to absorb relevant posts due to the extremely high value of the threshold setting. θU
can help keep θ values in a reasonable range by filtering the outliers. The process of tuning θU is
detailed in Section 3.5.2. We do not worry about the low θ value because θ generally goes up as new
posts are inserted.
3.3.2 Incremental Event Evolution
Based on the above four event evolution operations, the events will be updated with the streaming
arrivals of posts. Two algorithms are designed in our work to implement the four operations and
update the events dynamically. The whole process is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 starts with an empty event set S. For the very first post, it is taken as an event to
be added into the event set (or database), followed by initializing order moments (lines 1-3). For
any of the following posts, its nearest neighbour event and the corresponding similarity ϕmax is first
found by conducting the nearest neighbour search on the events set (line 5). The threshold θ is then
dynamically computed based on M0,M1 and M2 (line 6). If θ is greater than the upper bound θU , θ
is updated to be θU (line 7). If the nearest neighbour event ENN has smaller similarity to e than θ,
a new event is created and added into the event set (lines 9). Otherwise, e is absorbed by ENN (line
11). If the updated radius of ENN is smaller than θ, ENN is split into two new and smaller events
by adopting the bisecting k-Means clustering [83], followed by merging events (lines 13-15). Finally,
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Algorithm 1: Process a New Post
Input: Events set S, New post e, Zeroth, first and second order moments M0, M1, M2,
Threshold upper bound θU
Output: S, M0, M1, M2
1 if S = ∅ then
2 S.add(CreateEvent(e));
3 M0 = M1 = M2 = 0;
4 else
5 ENN , ϕmax ← NearestNeighbourSearch(S,e) ;












7 if θ > θU then θ ← θU ;




12 if rENN < θ then






19 M0 ←M0 + 1;
20 M1 ←M1 + ϕmax;
21 M2 ←M2 + ϕmax × ϕmax;
22 return S, M0, M1, M2;
three moments are updated incrementally (lines 19-21).
Algorithm 2 presents the steps to check whether the split events E1 and E2 should be merged
with similar events. Given a split event E, the events with the Cosine similarity to it higher than θ
are retrieved and added into a candidates set which are sorted by their similarities with E for merge
operation (line 2). Then these candidate events are merged with E one by one (line 3-16) and the
smallest similarity between the member posts and the new merged event is checked every time (line
5). The merge procedure for E will stop when the new merged event does not satisfy the similarity
constraint θ of forming an event (lines 5-7) or when all events in the candidate set are merged (lines
13-15). When the merge procedure finishes, event properties are updated based on the merged event.
Instead of just defining the four event operations, we further work on how to support each of the
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Algorithm 2: MergeEvent
Input: Similarity threshold θ, Event E1, Event E2
Output: Events set S
1 for E ∈ {E1, E2} do
2 C ← GetSortedMergeCandidate(E);
3 for i← 1 to |C| do
4 E∗ ←Merge(E,C[i]);






11 E ← E∗;
12 end






four operations efficiently. The details are introduced in the following section.
3.4 Event Indexing and Search
One key process in the incremental event evolution monitoring is to find the nearest neighbour of
a new post (in the case of creating and absorbing) or an event (in the case of merging), which is
basically a nearest neighbour search. Because posts are coming in a highly dynamic stream fashion,
it is essential to implement the nearest neighbour search efficiently. In this section, we present the
event indexing structure named Multi-layer Inverted List (MIL) which is proposed to index the social
events data and support efficient nearest neighbour search for these events. MIL is distinct from the
traditional inverted list in several ways.
The inverted file is recognized as the most efficient index structure for text similarity search [108].
As a document is represented as a bag of words, the inverted file maps the words to the documents
that contain them. Given a number of query words, this structure highly reduces the search space
by limiting the query processing being conducted to the documents which contain at least one of the
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query words. For event indexing, with the arrival of a new post, we aim to find its closest event in
order to check if it belongs to any existing event. It is essentially a nearest neighbour search. Thus,
a straightforward way to organize events for search is to build an inverted file on them. However,
given the fact that posts are arriving so quickly nowadays, a huge number of events may be generated
and updated frequently. The conventional inverted file is no longer sufficient to support large-scale
dynamic event management because the lists returned by the inverted file may be still too long. Thus,
a more efficient and scalable index structure is necessary. The proposed Multi-layer Inverted List
(MIL) structure organizes events in different layers guided by different information-specific levels,
which provides highly efficient search performance for large-scale event sets.
3.4.1 Index Construction
Different from the conventional inverted file which usually creates entries for individual words, the
proposed Multi-layer Inverted List (MIL) consists of multiple layers, where each entry on the m-th
layer corresponds to a set of m words referred to as an m-term. An m-term entry points to a list of
events, each of which contains all words in this m-term. In more detail, as illustrated in Figure 3.1,
we build up the entries for 1-terms on layer 1, the entries for 2-terms on layer 2, and so on. More
importantly, an (m+ 1)-term is generated by adding a strongly correlated word to its m-term so that
them-th layer naturally points to the (m+1)-th layer. For example in Figure 3.1,w1 stands for “NSA”,
a 1-term on layer 1. A 2-term w1w3 representing “NSA, Obama” is generated and pointed from w1,
and a 3-term w1w3w10 representing “NSA, Obama, Snowden” is generated and pointed from w1w3.
The terms on each layer are sorted in alphabetical order. Each m-term entry in this index structure
points to a list of events containing the corresponding m words. For instance, the events E1, E6,
E12 and E21 shown in Figure 3.1 all contain the words “NSA” and “Obama”. One important feature
of MIL is that the event list pointed by an (m + 1)-term is a subset of the event list pointed by its
corresponding m-term. So the events from a shorter list stored on the lower layer (bigger m, contains
more words in the index terms) are more likely to be relevant to the new post (query post) because
they share more of the same words. This feature motivates our proposed pruning based search strategy
which enables fast search by first inspecting most relevant and shorter event lists on the lowest layer,
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FIGURE 3.1: The Multi-layer Inverted List Structure
so as to get a larger similarity value to avoid exhaustive accesses to longer event lists on the upper
layers, as will be detailed in Section 3.4.3. Obviously, the most upper layer (i.e., m=1) of MIL alone
can be regarded as the conventional inverted file.
m-term Generation
The next question is how to generate m-terms on different levels in the proposed indexing structure.
We create m-terms according to the vocabulary which is constructed based on the words contained in
the collected posts and which grows dynamically as new posts arrive. Clearly, not all the words should
be selected into the vocabulary, as many of them are trivial and meaningless even after removing the
stop words. Thus, how to determine a meaningful word vocabulary is the first step. An intuitive way
to measure the significance of words is using their tf·idf values. However, if the tf·idf value of a word
is stable over time, most likely it does not indicate the occurrence of events. Emergence of events is
usually reflected by the change of words’ usage [92]. Given this observation, wavelet analysis [92] is
applied in our work to capture the change of the words’ usage in posts. The comparison between the
tf·idf based algorithm and the wavelet analysis based algorithm is presented in the experiments.
Essentially, for each word w, a signal Sw can be generated by observing its df·idf values in a
certain time period, denoted as:
Sw =< sw,t1 , sw,t2 , ..., sw,tk >
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where {ti|i = 1..k} are a sequence of observation time points within the time window [t1, tk] and
sw,ti is a df·idf value of the word w at the time point ti, which is defined as
sw,ti =
|e ∈ Tti : w ∈ e|




j=1 |e ∈ Ttj : w ∈ e|
(3.2)
where Tti is the collection of posts with timestamps in the time duration (ti−1, ti]. Notably, df is used
here because multiple appearances of the same word in one short post usually indicate the occurrence
of the same event [92].
Referring to [92], based on Sw we generate a new signal S ′w to capture the entropy change of the
original signal. It is defined as
S ′w =< s
′
w,t1









, if Hti > Hti−1
0 , otherwise.
H denotes the H-Measure of signal S, which is a normalized value of Shannon wavelet entropy. More
details can be found from [92]. By calculating the auto-correlation value of S ′w, we can determine
whether S ′w is a trivial signal. If the usage of the word w is stable over time, its associated signal S
′
w
is flat, resulting in a low auto-correlation. S ′w and w will be considered as trivial. In this way, we
create the vocabulary by removing the trivial words. Every word in the vocabulary forms a 1-term.
For each new word in the arriving posts, its signal is monitored over the time duration and added into
the vocabulary if its auto-correlation is high.
For m > 1, m-terms are generated by finding the m-sized frequent word sets from the 1-terms
periodically. One option is to re-construct m-terms whenever a significant increase in the vocabulary
size is detected. A widely used method FP-growth [33] is applied to achieve efficient and scalable
frequent itemset mining. The support threshold λ for FP-growth is tuned in Section 3.5.2.
The proposed indexing structure consists of m layers. Since each individual post is generally a
small piece of text consisting of 2-10 meaningful keywords, the length of the largest frequent item set
is usually small. m is normally in the range of 2-3, as indicated from our experimental results. The
effect of m with various values on indexing performance will be further discussed in the experiments.
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Event List
Each m-term points to a list of events, where event ids are stored in the list. Some events can contain
multiple m-terms. For example, E12 (in Figure 3.1) is on the lists derived from w1, w3, w10, w1w3,
w1w10, w3w10 and w1w3w10 as it contains all these words. It is expected that the lengths of lists on
the (m+ 1)-th layer are far shorter than those on the m-th layer.
Given a post e, to identify the event it belongs to, we need to calculate the similarity between
e and each individual event. It is critical to reduce the search space as much as we can to support
efficient identification. Basically, we only consider event lists from m-term entries, where e contains
the corresponding m words. To further reduce the search cost by avoiding exhaustive and expensive
similarity computations, we will calculate the similarity upper bound for the remaining events with
respect to e. In order to compute upper bounds, the information about each event also needs to be
maintained in MIL.
On the m-th layer in MIL, for each event E in the list pointed to by an m-term, the necessary
information to calculate its upper bound (Equation 3.3) with respect to a post is the sum of the largest
m values and the (m+ 1)-th largest value among all dimensions in E. Denoting the i-th largest value
in E as Ei, the additional information stored in the indexing structure at the m-th layer for E includes
a value-pair <
∑m
i=1 Ei, Em+1 >.
Take the event E12 (in Figure 3.1) as an example. Its associated value-pair on the entry w1 is
< E121, E122 >, the value-pair on the entry w1w3 is < E121 +E122, E123 > and the value-pair on
the entry w1w3w10 is < E121 + E122 + E123, E124 >.
3.4.2 Incremental Index Maintenance
Whenever there is an update on events upon the arrival of a new post, in addition to the event database,
the indexing structure needs to be updated as well. We maintain the update of the index incrementally.
Specifically, after any of the four event evolution operations happens, the index will be correspond-
ingly updated by the new or updated events. For an MIL structure with m layers (m ≤ 3 as discussed
in Section 6.2), the time complexity of the index maintenance is O(Nm), where N is the number of
words in the updated event. In Algorithm 1, the update of MIL will happen after line 2, line 9 and line
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15. The new (or updated) events will be inserted into the MIL structure at different layers by matching
the terms in MIL. Note that the vocabulary (i.e., the 1-terms) is incrementally enlarged by including
the new non-stop-words in the new events, and m-terms at lower layers are periodically generated
from posts. It is important to note that split or merged events are regarded as new events which are
inserted into the database and indexed by MIL. The old events (events before split or merge) will be
dropped from MIL (line 14 in Algorithm 1 and line 9-10 in Algorithm 2). For example, if E1 is split
into E2 and E3, E1 will be removed from MIL while E2 and E3 will be inserted into MIL. In this
way, at any point in time, only the active events at that moment are searchable through MIL.
Next, we present the algorithms for nearest neighbour search (i.e., line 5 in Algorithm 1) through
MIL. The detailed upper bound estimation based on the information stored in MIL for the search
scenario is explained.
3.4.3 Nearest Neighbour Search
For a new arriving post or newly split event, we are first interested in identifying its most similar
event from the existing events indexed by MIL, corresponding to nearest neighbour search. To reduce
the computational cost, it is critical to design an effective similarity upper bound for quick candidate
pruning to avoid full similarity computations. In this subsection, we will discuss the upper bound
estimation and the corresponding search strategy for nearest neighbour search, for a newly arriving
post e. The procedure for a newly split event is the same.
Upper Bound Calculation
In the proposed MIL indexing structure, an event E may appear in multiple event lists across different
layers. As we mentioned before, the events lists on the lower layer are shorter and more likely to be
relevant to the given post e. Hence, the idea here is to associate the event with different similarity
upper bounds at different layers for e. Such a pruning based search strategy along with the proposed
multi-layer structure enable efficient search by first inspecting most relevant event lists on the lowest
layer, to avoid exhaustive accesses to longer event lists on the upper layers.
We adopt the Cosine similarity to measure the similarity between an eventE and a post e, denoted
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as ϕ(e, E). Notably, in this work, all the vectors (both e and E) are normalized. So the similarity
between e and E is calculated as ϕ(e, E) =
∑n
k=1 ek × Ek, where ek denotes the k-th dimension in
e. The estimation of upper bound of the Cosine similarity ϕ(e, E) for nearest neighbour search is
described in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (Upper Bound). Given a post e and an event E on the event list at the m-th layer, the
following similarity, denoted as ϕmu (e, E), is an upper bound of ϕ(e, E):
ϕmu (e, E) = (
∑m
i=1
Ei + Em+1 × (Z −m))× e1 (3.3)
where Ei is the i-th largest value among all dimensions of E, e1 is the largest value among all
dimensions in e, and Z is the number of dimensions which have non-zero values in both E and e.
Proof. When the similarity calculation is required between e and E on the list pointed to by an m-
term, it indicates that e andE have at leastm common words, which correspond tom dimensions. By
assuming that the values of these m dimensions in E are the largest m values among all dimensions,
the similarity contributed by them is no greater than
∑m
i=1
Ei × e1 (3.4)
where e1 is the largest value among all dimensions in e.
Besides these m words, E and e may still share some other common words. Denote the total
number of common words shared by e and E as Z. It is just the number of dimensions which have
non-zero values in both E and e. The similarity contribution from the other (Z −m) common words
is no greater than
Em+1 × e1 × (Z −m). (3.5)
Taking into account the above two parts, we derive that ϕmu (e, E) ≥ ϕ(e, E) .
When m increases, the upper bound ϕmu (e, E) decreases monotonically for the event E with re-
spect to e. In other words, a tighter upper bound for E is provided for a larger m.
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Given that m is generally far smaller than the number of words in posts, the upper bound compu-
tation in Equation 3.3 (with time complexity O(1)) is expected to be more efficient than the Cosine
similarity computation which has a time complexity linear to the number of words in the post. This
has been verified in our experiments (Figure 3.8). Similar to threshold algorithm (TA) [25], our upper
bound is calculated during the process of nearest neighbour search. However, TA needs to maintain
multiple sorted lists of objects. For highly dynamic social data, frequently updating these sorted lists
leads to non-ignorable extra time cost especially for the long lists. Next, we discuss the search strat-
egy for a new post to find the most similar event from MIL, by utilizing the upper bound established
above.
Search Strategy
The search against the proposed indexing structure MIL is to find the most similar event E from
all existing events for a new arriving post e according to the Cosine similarity measure (i.e., the
NearestNeighbourSearch method at line 5 in Algorithm 1). Given a query, the events at the (m+ 1)-
th layer in MIL are not guaranteed to have higher similarities to the query than those at the m-th
layer. However, it is more likely that higher similarities can be obtained at lower layers because the
more dimensions/words shared by the query and an event, the more likely the Cosine similarity is
large. Hence, by searching the terms with larger m values first, high similarities are more likely to be
obtained in short time since events lists at lower layers are much shorter. The biggest advantage of
doing so is to approach the most similar event’s true similarity as soon as possible so that more events
can be quickly pruned based on their established upper bounds to the query. If an event’s upper bound
is equal to or smaller than the currently found maximum event similarity to the query, it can be safely
pruned without computing its actual Cosine similarity.
The general idea is to perform depth-first traversal in MIL and filter the events based on upper
bound pruning. Let us elaborate it with our running example, as in Figure 3.2 where a partial 3-layer
MIL is depicted. Given a new post e containing three keywords “NSA”, “Obama” and “Snowden”, we
first locate the lowest layer that e can reach in the indexing structure, by traversing the terms starting
with “NSA”. In this example, it can reach the third layer with a 3-term containing all three words.
The event list pointed to by the 3-term is then accessed. Next, the event list pointed to by the 2-term
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FIGURE 3.2: An Example for the Term Traversal Order and the Event List Access Order in MIL
containing “NSA” and “Obama” is accessed, and followed by the three 1-terms’ lists to be accessed.
In Figure 3.2, the term traversal order and the event list access order are shown in black and blank
circles, corresponding to the depth-first pre-order and the depth-first post-order traversal, respectively.
Multiple event lists at each layer can be combined into a single list. Assuming m layers have been
traversed in MIL, we can have m combined lists. The events belonging to more than one layer should
only be retained in the list at their lowest layer (largest m) where the tightest upper bounds for events
are computed. Meanwhile, the same event at the same layer is recorded only once in the combined
list. For the example shown in Figure 3.1 and for the query post e containing three words “NSA”,
“Obama” and “Snowden”, E12 and E21 only appear in the third-layer combined list, E1 and E6 are
recorded in the second-layer combined list, and E5, E7, E13, and E14 are stored in the first-layer
combined list.
After we get the combined event lists, the next step is to compute their upper bounds ϕmu for the
query, based on which effective pruning of events can be performed. By avoiding a large number of
expensive Cosine similarity computations, the nearest neighbour, i.e. the most similar event, can be
found quickly. The combined list at the lowest level is processed first, followed by its next upper level
until the most upper level. The largest similarity value found so far, denoted as ϕmax, is maintained
during the process. If the upper bound of an event is greater than ϕmax, the event is accessed and
the actual Cosine similarity is calculated to check whether the nearest neighbour and ϕmax need to
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FIGURE 3.3: An Example for Upper Bound Pruning
An example for upper bound pruning is illustrated in Figure 3.3, where the third-layer to the first-
layer combined lists are {E12,E21}, {E1,E6}, and {E5,E7,E13,E14} respectively. Their upper
bounds ϕu are also indicated. The third-layer list is first processed. After the event E12 is accessed,
ϕmax and the nearest neighbour are updated to be 0.71 and E12. Since the upper bound of E21 is
smaller than current ϕmax, E21 can be pruned directly without computing its Cosine similarity. Then
the second-layer list is processed. Since E1 has a smaller upper bound than ϕmax, it is pruned. E6
is accessed for Cosine similarity computation since its upper bound is greater than ϕmax. The actual
similarity of E6 is 0.72, which is greater than ϕmax. Therefore, ϕmax and the nearest neighbour
are updated to be 0.72 and E6 respectively. Finally, the first-layer list is processed, and only E7 is
accessed. E6 remains as the final result for the nearest neighbour. In this example, only three events
(E12, E6 and E7) are required to calculate the actual similarities to the query based on upper bound
pruning, with an additional cost on upper bound computations.
Notably, the upper bound calculation requires the known value of Z for each event. In our im-
plementation, give a query, Z can be simply calculated by retrieving all its 1-term event lists and
counting the number of occurrences across all the lists for each event. The search algorithm is out-
lined in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: Nearest Neighbour Search
Input: Index I , Post e
Output: Nearest Neighbour Event ENN
1 Lists[m]← GenerateLayeredLists(e, I);
2 Z[]← ComputeZ(e, I);
3 ϕmax ← 0;
4 for i← m to 1 do
5 for E ∈ Lists[i] do
6 ϕiu(e, E)← ComputeUpperBound(e, E, Z);
7 if ϕiu(e, E) > ϕmax then
8 ϕ← ComputeCosineSimilarity(e,E);
9 if ϕ > ϕmax then
10 ϕmax ← ϕ ;





16 return ENN ;
In Algorithm 3, by traversing the indexing structure MIL, the maximum number of layers reached
by the query post e, i.e. m, and the combined list at each layer are first generated (line 1), followed
by computing Z value for each event which shares at least one common word with e (line 2). To
find the nearest neighbour to e, ϕmax is initialized to be 0 (line 3). The combined event lists are then
accessed in the bottom-up order (lines 4-15), given that events at lower layers potentially have higher
similarities than those at upper layers. For each event in the i-th layer list, its upper bound ϕiu is
computed (line 6). If ϕiu > ϕmax, its actual similarity to the query is computed and compared with
ϕmax to see whether the currently maintained nearest neighbour and its similarity to the query need
to be updated (lines 7-13). Otherwise, the event is filtered without similarity computation.
The time complexity of the algorithm is linear to the number of events that share at least one com-
mon word with the query. However, the proposed upper bound pruning strategy starting from lower
to upper layers can greatly reduce the search cost by saving a large number of the Cosine similarity
computations. As the query post’s length increases, such reduction becomes more significant since the




In this section, we report the results of an extensive performance study conducted on a large real-
world tweet dataset. The experiments are designed to verify the effectiveness of the event evolution
monitoring process and the efficiency of the index structure.
3.5.1 Set Up
Dataset
We collected 11,121,112 tweets posted from July 25th, 2013 to November 30th, 2013 using Twitter
Search API. There are two types of APIs provided by Twitter to crawl tweets, Stream API and Search
API. The former one can only return a very small fraction of the total volume of tweets at any given
moment, based on which events can rarely be detected and monitored. Thus, we use Search API
to crawl tweets by giving a list of search terms to get more “meaningful” tweets. We construct the
search terms list by including a set of event-relevant words (e.g., accident, hurricane, etc.), as well
as the top 10 hottest trend words from the G20 countries in every two hours. The content of each
tweet is preprocessed by removing stop words, stemming, and obtaining nouns and verbs only. The
tweets are incrementally processed in the order of their posted time to simulate the dynamic tweets
stream, and the generated events can be reported at any time. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed indexing method, we generate four subsets in sizes of 2 million, 4 million, 6 million and
8 million tweets in terms of their posted time. 100,000 tweets are randomly picked as new coming
tweets (i.e., queries), with the length ranging from 2 to 10 words, to test the effect of query length on
the efficiency of nearest neighbour search. Note that the data volume is relatively small on Twitter
scale, this is because the tweets that can be crawled by Twitter API are limited and we further restrict
the collected tweets to specified countries and search terms. Considering that 58 million tweets are
posted everyday on average, we will extrapolate our results to the entire tweet stream in a sliding
window of two weeks later.
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Ground Truth Generation
Due to the lack of ground truth for event detection and evolution monitoring from Twitter, the evalu-
ation metrics for TDT (Topic Detection and Tracking) cannot be directly used for our work. We first
build up the ground truth (the top-N hottest events that happened on a particular day) from the tweet
stream. In our data collection process, each tweet is collected based on a search term. Given a set
of daily collected tweets, the sum of re-tweeted numbers is calculated for every search term as the
mentioned times. We pick a list of search terms with the top-N largest mentioned times as the event
ground truth for that day, referred to as ground-truth-N . It is not practical to construct ground truth
for event evolution monitoring. Thus a user study is applied in the evaluation phase.
Performance Indicators
Three metrics are adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of the process of monitoring evolving events.
• Purity: The purity is defined as the percentage of labelled objects of the majority class in each
cluster for all the clusters. As a standard measure of the cluster quality, it can be used to check
the quality of an event which is basically a cluster of tweets.
• Precision: Precision is a classical and effective measure in information retrieval to evaluate
the accuracy. In our work, it is calculated by dividing the number of events existing in both
retrieved top-N events from our algorithm and the corresponding ground-truth-N by N.
• Coverage: Coverage is the proportion of the total ground truth events that have been detected.
Specifically, it is calculated by dividing the number of different events existing in both retrieved
top-N events from our algorithm and the corresponding ground-truth-N by N . In other words,
when similar events correspond to one ground truth event, we will count it once only. The
reason we choose coverage in addition to precision is that we want to know how many ground
truth events are detected correctly, not how many detected events are ground truth events. The
former is more important in real life, since recommending similar events is useless.
Three measures are used to evaluate the performance of the index structure for nearest neighbour
search.
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• Pruning power: Pruning power is the percentage of events that are pruned in the filtering step
of search processing.
• Search time: Search time is the total query response time for a post to get its nearest neighbour
event from the index. It dominates the overall time for processing a new post.
• Index update time: Index update time is the total time spent on updating the index after an event
is updated by a new post.
Compared Methods
We design two comparison strategies in the experiments for evaluating the performance of the evolv-
ing events monitoring and the index structure respectively.
Event evolution monitoring. We propose four operations to monitor evolving events over time.
Hence we compare our event evolution monitoring (EEM) method with the traditional single-pass in-
cremental clustering method to show the effectiveness of the four operations. There are two variants
for single-pass incremental clustering (SPIC) algorithm: the one with predefined threshold [41] and
the one with automatically adjusted threshold [2], referred to as SPIC1 and SPIC2 respectively. More-
over, to compare with the state-of-the-art event evolution tracking method, eTrack [45] which is based
on graph partition algorithm is implemented and compared. To demonstrate the superior 1-terms gen-
erated by the wavelet analysis algorithm, the EEM-TFIDF is compared, which is our proposed event
evolution method with the 1-terms consisting of the words with high tf·idf values.
Index structure. We compare our Multi-layer Inverted List (MIL) with three other methods. The
first one is the traditional inverted list indexing structure (IL), which is classic and effective for text
retrieval. The remaining two methods are IL with different upper bounds for the Cosine similarity.
One is the upper bound proposed in [6], referred to as ILϕ1 . The other is our proposed upper bound
without the multi-layer structure, referred to as ILϕ2 . Notably, the indexing structure in [87] is not
compared because their method is proposed to reduce the IO cost which is not appropriate to be tested
in a main memory setting.
All experiments are implemented on a desktop with Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-3770 CPU @3.40GHz
processor and 8GB memory. The operating system is Windows 7 Enterprise (64-bit).
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FIGURE 3.4: Tuning θU
TABLE 3.3: Data Statistics
m=1 m=2 m=3
# Tweets # Events Avg. Size Avg. Length # Terms Avg. Length # Terms Avg. Length # Terms
2 million 88,723 12.82 68.86 8,798 13.51 189,721 9.56 11,858
4 million 121,451 14.05 78.42 11,019 15.73 332,806 10.76 26,032
6 million 165,260 14.58 89.79 13,625 18.79 475,226 13.40 42,829
8 million 203,608 14.74 97.98 15,693 20.52 625,470 14.43 57,099
10 million 260,925 14.78 109.78 18,275 23.56 774,864 15.31 66,225
3.5.2 Tuning of Parameters
Two parameters need to be tuned in our method. They are θU for the event evolution monitoring and
λ for the MIL index structure. The 439,880 tweets posted from July 25th to July 31st are used for the
tuning of parameters and the remaining 10,681,232 tweets are used for testing.
θU controls the radius threshold for events to avoid the side effect of extremely large threshold
values. The effect of θU on purity and coverage for different θU values in the range of 0.2 to 0.6 is
shown in Figure 3.4. In Figure 3.4(a), the purity increases as θU goes up for different top-N hottest
events. This is because the higher the threshold is, the less noise will be inserted into the clusters.
In Figure 3.4(b), the coverage for event detection first increases when the threshold rises. It reaches
its peak when θU=0.4 and then goes down. The reason is that when large events are split into small
events due to the high threshold, the top few largest events cannot be correctly tracked anymore. In
consideration of both coverage and purity, we set 0.4 as the default value for θU .
λ is the support threshold for FP-growth which is used to control the generation of m-terms at
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each layer in MIL. The 1-terms are generated by wavelet analysis based on the goal to make more
than 99% of tweets contain at least two words (after removing stop-words). This is because tweets
containing just one word may lead to ambiguity or misunderstanding about its topic. From the 1-
terms, we generate 2-terms by tuning λ to get the best performance of the 2-layer MIL. Similar idea is
applied to tune λ for different layers in MIL. Figure 3.5 shows the results for m=2 and 3 respectively,
from which we set λ = 0.00005 and 0.0005 to generate 2-terms and 3-terms respectively.
θU and λ are used to generate events and terms. Table 3.3 shows the statistics for five tweet
datasets, where Avg. Size means the average number of tweets in each event, Avg. Length means the
average length of the event lists at each layer of MIL, and # Terms means the number of terms at
each layer. We do not show the results for m > 3, as their numbers of terms generated are very small
and most tweets cannot reach those extremely low layers. As we can see, we have less than 20,000
1-terms (i.e., the vocabulary size) for the largest dataset. The average event list length for the first
layer is mostly around 100. For the second layer, the number of 2-terms increases dramatically, while
the average list length drops quickly to less than 24 even for the largest dataset. This is reasonable
since there are many tweets that could share two common words. However, the possibility for tweets
to share more than two words plunges, as indicated by the number of 3-terms in the table, and the
average list length is further reduced to be around 10 or slightly more.
Comparing the index size of MIL with the traditional IL, i.e., the first layer of MIL, MIL consumes
much larger space than IL. For the largest dataset, IL occupies about 8MB space, while MIL takes
about 80MB. However, compared with the main memory size of 8GB, such space cost is rather small.
Therefore, we assume all events and the index structure are fully maintained in main memory for
the experiments. Despite the disadvantage of space requirement for MIL, we focus on its search
performance improvements.
From the space consumption of different sizes of datasets in our experiments, we can extrapolate
that for the entire tweet stream in a sliding window of two weeks (812 million tweets), MIL takes
about 6.2 GB space. And quite a large percentage of events (e.g., 62% in our datasets) only contain
one tweet. These events are created by the noisy tweets which are not relevant to any event. By
filtering out these singleton events out of the sliding window, the space consumption will be further
reduced. Hence our method is capable of processing the entire tweet stream in reality with a sliding
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FIGURE 3.5: Tuning λ
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FIGURE 3.6: Event Detection Performance
window of a fortnight under our current computer configurations.
3.5.3 Results on Event Evolution Monitoring
Our proposed method can detect events from social data stream and monitor their evolutions. In
this experiment, we first test the performance of the event detection and then verify the performance
of evolution monitoring. A special dataset named “Tweets-Lite” is used in this experiment, which
consists of 500,634 tweets collected from August 1st, 2013 to August 15th, 2013.
Event Detection
In this part, different event detection methods are compared. The coverage and purity are reported
for different N values from 5 to 30, where N means the top-N hottest events detected. For each
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day, the top-N hottest events are monitored and the corresponding purity, precision and coverage are
calculated. The average purity, precision and coverage for differentN are reported as the final results.
As illustrated in Figure 3.6, our method EEM outperforms almost all the others in all the three
performance indicators except for purity of eTrack. In general, SPIC1 is better in purity but worse
in coverage. This is because the similarity threshold can be adjusted to make the cluster smaller so
that the noise in an event is less. In this case, the purity will be high. However, big events will be
separated into several similar small events. Hence the coverage will decrease since some biggest
events are not accurately captured. EEM adopts the automatic threshold. It is also able to trigger
the split or merge operation to have a good balance on event sizes and noises for event evolution
monitoring. eTrack shows the highest purity but relatively low coverage. The high purity comes
from their defined skeletal cluster which effectively removes the noises in the clusters. However, in
their method, multiple recommended events correspond to the same ground truth event leading to the
unsatisfactory coverage value. As for the algorithm of filtering words to generate the 1-terms, the
wavelet analysis algorithm (EEM) outperforms the term frequency based algorithm (EEM-TFIDF) in
all three measurements: purity, precision and coverage. This shows the effectiveness of the wavelet
analysis. Moreover, we further check the words removed by wavelet analysis and find that around 3%
of event-relevant keywords are incorrectly filtered. However, considering that there are 83% noisy
words removed in total, which significantly saves the space and time consumption, the little sacrifice
in accuracy is acceptable. Unlike in coverage, eTrack shows comparable performance to EEM in
precision (Figure 3.6(c)). Comparing Figure 3.6(b) and Figure 3.6(c), we can find that around 70%
events detected by eTrack are ground truth events, however 10% - 20% of them are similar (duplicate).
As for EEM, the percentage of duplicate events is under 5%.
Evolution Monitoring
In this subsection, we focus on the performance study on the event evolution monitoring.
We first compare the performance of split and merge operations between the state-of-the-art evo-
lution monitoring method eTrack and our method EEM. We manually check the evolution results of
these two methods within the time window of two days. Moreover, SPIC1 is also inspected to further
check the influence of split and merge operations on traditional single pass incremental clustering
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TABLE 3.4: Event Evolution Statistics
No. of
Methods Events Split Merge Running Time (ms)
eTrack 459 75 6 285177
EEM 2465 74 17 84970
SPIC1 2412 - - 81095
TABLE 3.5: Event Evolution Operations Case Study
Factors Creation Absorption Split Merge
No. of Occurrences 13792 485642 1200 104
Avg. Event Size - - 52.08 3.22
algorithm. Table 3.4 lists the statistics of event evolution operations. We can see that EEM generates
more events than eTrack due to the skeletal cluster designed in eTrack. The Running Time shows the
time cost on processing all the tweets within the two-day time window. The proposed EEM outper-
forms eTrack by reducing more than 70% time cost. Comparing the performance of EEM and SPIC1
shown in both Figure 3.6 and Table 3.4, it is obvious that split and merge operations improve the event
evolution performance on purity, coverage and precision with only slight additional time cost.
To better understand the event evolution details of our EEM, we also conduct a case study on the
dataset “Tweets-Lite” as shown in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.7. “No. of Occurrences” is the number of
occurrences of each operation. The “Avg. Event Size” is the average size of the events before they
are split or merged. From Table 3.5, we can see that most tweets are absorbed by an existing event.
Generally, split operations happen on the large events while the merge operations happen on the small
events. Only around 8% split operations are followed by a merge operation.
FIGURE 3.7: Distribution of Event Duration
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The distribution of the event durations is shown in Figure 3.7. We can observe that, 23.1% events
last just one day, and this number decreases to half when we count the events that last for two days.
17.7% events are long-running events which are active all the time. For the other durations, the
number of events stays stable.
3.5.4 Results on Indexing
In this subsection, we report the comparison results on the indexing performance for the nearest
neighbour search. To show the effect of data size, we conduct experiments on the five datasets as
mentioned in Section 3.5.1. Their events and terms are first generated and then indexed by MIL. The
effect of the query length is also examined, given the range from 2 to 10.
The search time and the pruning power of different methods with different lengths of query posts
on different sizes of datasets are shown in Figure 3.8. Figures 3.8(a)-3.8(e) show the results of search
time for different index methods on different sizes of datasets. Clearly, MIL achieves the best search
time and larger datasets lead to more search time for all methods. However, the increments for our
method MIL are much smaller than the traditional IL. Equipped with two different upper bounds, IL
can be further improved by ILϕ1 and ILϕ2 . Our proposed upper bound significantly outperforms the
upper bound proposed in [6]. By applying the multi-layer structure, the search time can be further
improved. As the query length increases, the superiority of MIL is better demonstrated. Figures
3.8(f)-3.8(j) show the pruning power of ILϕ1 , ILϕ2 , and MIL. IL does not prune any events from their
full similarity computations. All datasets show similar trends. Our proposed upper bound is able to
prune over 95% of the events and together with the multi-layer structure it can further increase the
pruning power to be 98% for all different query lengths and data sizes, showing the strong robustness
of MIL. ILϕ1 can achieve less than 60% pruning power and its capability drops quickly as query
length increases. The pruning power is close to zero when the query length reaches 8.
We also test the index update time whenever there is an update on events as described in Section
3.4.2. As shown in Figure 3.9, the index update time is minor compared to the search time. This is
because in addition to the time spent on retrieving events list from MIL, search time also includes
the time on upper bound calculation and a small number of similarity calculations, while the index
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(a) Search Time on 2M (b) Search Time on 4M (c) Search Time on 6M
(d) Search Time on 8M (e) Search Time on 10M (f) Pruning Power on 2M
(g) Pruning Power on 4M (h) Pruning Power on 6M (i) Pruning Power on 8M
(j) Pruning Power on 10M
FIGURE 3.8: Effect of Query Length and Data Size for Nearest Neighbour Search
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TABLE 3.6: Index Maintenance Time After Four Event Operations
Case Creation (ms) Absorption (ms) Split (ms) Merge (ms)
Average 0.003 0.188 0.020 0.007
Worst 0.497 49.580 0.700 0.620
TABLE 3.7: Running Time Analysis
Case Nearest Neighbour Search (ms) Split (ms) Merge (ms)
Average 1.754 23.857 6.917
Worst 273.732 124.350 468.523
update time only includes the time spent on updating events in MIL. As the data size increases, the
index update time grows as well. Due to the multi-layer traversal, MIL takes slightly more time than
the one layer IL. However, compared with the significant gain in performance of nearest neighbour
search, additional cost for index update is acceptable.
We further test the average and maximum index maintenance time after each of the four event
operations on dataset “Tweets-Lite” and the results are listed in Table 3.6. The time cost on the index
maintenance depends on the number of words contained in the event that is to be updated in MIL. For
creation, the new event contains just one post. From Table 3.5 we can see that the event size is also
small for merge. Hence the average index maintenance times for creation and merge are much smaller
than for the other two operations. The large number of words in events will lead to a considerable
increase in index maintenance time. That’s why absorption takes significantly longer time than others
to maintain MIL. For the worst case, index maintenance time after creation is the smallest among the
four operations because the event to be updated in the indexing structure only contains one post (the
number of words is limited).
To better understand the four event operations in the proposed framework, a running time analysis
is conducted for these operations. Note that for creation and absorption, the processing time basically
comes from the nearest neighbour search. Hence in Table 3.7 the average and maximum processing
time of the nearest neighbour search, split and merge are listed. Theoretically, nearest neighbour
search, split (bisecting K-means) and merge all have a linear time complexity (linear in the number
of the events retrieved from MIL, linear in the number of posts contained in the split event and
linear in the the number of merge candidate events retrieved from MIL respectively). From Table 3.7
we can see that, on average nearest neighbour search takes the least time, and split takes the most.
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This is because split (bisecting K-means) makes multiple iterations on each run while the other two
operations are just one-pass. In the worst case, merge is the slowest operation. The reason is that, after
merging with each single candidate event, the radius of the newly merged event will be calculated to
check if the stop condition is met. This will be time-consuming if the merge candidate list is long.
FIGURE 3.9: Effect of Data Size on Index Update Time
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a novel event monitoring method along with a multi-layer inverted
indexing structure to efficiently and effectively index evolving events from social textual data streams.
Four operations are designed to capture the dynamics of events over time. A multi-layer structure,
MIL, is proposed to improve the performance of the traditional inverted file and used to accelerate
the event evolution monitoring process. Extensive experiments are conducted on real-world tweet
datasets to verify the novelty of our methods. Althougth the proposed MIL has been proven to be
efficient in both the nearest neighbour search process and index maintainance process, there exist a
few limitations. First, the space consumption of the proposed MIL is much larger than the traditional
inverted list indexing structure due to its multi-layer structure as mentioned in Section 3.5.2. Given
that the big data problem is inevitable in the social data mining area, how to reduce the space com-
pexity of MIL is an interesting direction for the future work. One solution is to apply a time decay
function on the detected events so as to move the faded events from memory to hard disk. More
details are provided in Section 6.2.2. Second, MIL is designed for the short documents like tweets
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and not good at processing long documents. When the lengths of the documents increase, the number
of layers of MIL will go up as well to match the longer frequent words sets. this will lead to a larger
space consumption.
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Chapter 4
Multi-feature Event Modeling: Detection,
Tracking and Visualization
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, the events are detected and monitored based on textual feature only. However, in
addition to text contents, social data consists of various different features such as image, location,
timestamp and so on. These features can not only provide supplemental information that facilitates
the event detection model, but also describe the detected events from different aspects with more
vivid visualizations. Hence, how to make the most of different features to improve the performance
of social event detection and visualization is of great importance. Nevertheless, existing approaches
do not take advantage of these features. Take Twitter as an example, around 36 percent of the total
tweets contain images [28]. Most event detection methods tend to represent an image as a bag-
of-visual-words and then process these visual words in the same way as textual words. This may
not fully exploit the visual properties of images. In this chapter, we thoroughly study the impact
of images on social event detection for different event categories using various visual features. A
novel topic model which jointly models five features (text, image, location, timestamp and hashtag)
is designed to discover events from the sheer amount of social data. Moreover, the evolutions of
events are tracked by linking the events detected on adjacent days and each event is visualized by
representative images selected on three predefined criteria. The framework is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Spatio-temporal multimodal LDA is first applied for event detection from the collected social data,
followed by adopting the maximum-weighted bipartite graph matching for event evolution tracking.
Finally, the representative images are selected for event visualization. Extensive experiments have
been conducted on a real-world tweet dataset to verify the effectiveness of our method.

































































































FIGURE 4.1: The Proposed Framework for Social Event Detection, Tracking and Visualization.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Our proposed social event detection model
is presented in Section 4.2, followed by the event evolution tracking and visualization approach in
Section 4.3. The experimental results are shown in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Social Event Detection
In this section, we first formally define some concepts in this work and then present the proposed
STM-LDA model for event detection from social data.
4.2.1 Notations and Definitions
Table 5.1 summarizes the notations used in this work for our proposed topic model and the corre-
sponding descriptions.
Post. A post is a five-tuple (d, v, t, h, l) that denotes a post is posted with text d, image v and
hashtag h at time t in location l. The scale of the location is adjustable, which could be a country, a
state or even a user-defined area. It is set as country in this work.
Word Type. The words from posts are categorized into three types: the stop word, the general
word and the specific word. The stop words are a set of predefined words to be removed in the
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Notation Description
L Total number of locations
Dl Total number of posts in location l
Nl,d, Cl,d Total number of words and hashtags in l’s d-th post
M Dimensionality of the visual feature
Z, W , H Total number of topics, words, and hashtags
z, w, h Label for topic, word, and hashtag
v, t Visual feature vector and timestamp
x, y Indicator of general or specific for word and image
ϕWG, βV G General word and image distribution
ϕWS , βV S Specific word and image distribution
ϕ Hashtag distribution
θ Location-specific topic distribution
piW , piV , ψ Bernoulli and Beta distribution
β, βWG, βWS , α, γW , γV Dirichlet priors
TABLE 4.1: Notation for Social Event Tracking and Visualization
data pre-process phase, for example “a”, “we”, “haha” etc. The general words are the noisy words
frequently and uniformly appearing in many events and thus not useful for event detection. The
specific words are the distinguishable words for describing different events. The general words and
specific words are automatically recognized by our topic model.
Image Type. Three types of images are defined, namely, the stop image, the general image and the
specific image. The definition of each image type is similar to the corresponding word type. The only
difference is that stop images are defined as a set of images belonging to some predefined categories
since we cannot list all the exact images to be filtered in the data pre-process step. The stop images
must meet two requirements: they are visually similar to each other when they appear in different
events, and they must be easily recognized by certain methods. After analysing the images in social
data, we define the following four categories including cartoon, landscape, diagram and the screenshot
of text as the stop images categories and use an SVM classifier to identify them. The general images
are the noisy images which bring negative effect on event detection. The noises could be caused by
the users (the irrelevant images) or the characteristics of images (the unidentifiable images for events).
The specific images are meant to describe the event visually. Only the specific images are used for
event detection.
Topic. Given a collection of posts, a topic z generated by our topic model is a combination
of a multinomial word distribution ϕWSz , a multinomial hashtag distribution ϕz, a Beta timestamp






























FIGURE 4.2: Graphical Model of STM-LDA
distribution ψz, and a Dirichlet image distribution βV Sz . All the above four distributions are location-
specific.
Event. An event is a set of posts which are semantically coherent to each other. Specifically, an
event is defined as a group of posts labelled as the same topic z by the topic model.
4.2.2 Spatio-Temporal Multimodal LDA
Suppose we are given a continuous social data stream as the input, and each post consists of five
features: text, image, timestamp, location and hashtag. The objective of this work is to model the
topics latent in the social data by exploiting different social data features so as to detect events from
these posts automatically. Afterwards, the evolutions of these events along the timeline are tracked
and each event is visualized using the summarized information and the representative images. In this
work, STM-LDA is proposed as a novel topic model for social event detection. Its graphical model is
shown in Figure 4.2.
Formally, we assume that there are Z topics in total in social data. In contrast to the original LDA,
each post is only assigned to one topic in our model. Unlike TwitterLDA which presumes that each
single user has a specific topic distribution, we assume that users in the same location share the same
topics of interest (considering that these users usually share the similar cultural background and live in
the same environment), hence the posts collected from the same location share one topic distribution
θ, i.e., a location-specific topic distribution. Our assumption is more applicable for the general event
detection because the posts from each single user are very sparse in the whole posts collection. In
our model, words (images) are divided into general words (images) and specific words (images). Two
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latent random variables x and y work as the general/specific indicators for words and images. Each
topic z in our model has a mixture of four distributions decided by four social data features: a multino-
mial hashtag distribution ϕz, a multinomial distribution over specific words ϕWSz , a Beta timestamp
distribution ψz, and a Dirichlet distribution over specific images βV Sz . Note that instead of repre-
senting images as bag-of-visual-words and sampling visual words using the Dirichlet-multinomial
distribution as in existing image-involved topic models, we adopt the state-of-the-art CNN feature
to represent images and model the normalized CNN feature by the Dirichlet distribution. As shown
in Figure 4.2, there are three distributions not conditioned on the topic z: the Dirichlet-multinomial
distributions over general words βWG and ϕWG, and the Dirichlet distribution over general images
βV G. These are the topic-independent distributions shared by the general words and images because
they do not belong to any specific topics.
The proposed STM-LDA is different from TwitterLDA mainly from two aspects. First, STM-LDA
models topics as location-specific distributions while TwitterLDA uses user-specific distributions.
Second, STM-LDA utilizes multiple social data features including location, time, text, hashtag, and
image, while TwitterLDA considers user and text only.
4.2.3 The Generative Process
When a post is generated, a topic is first assigned based on the topic distribution from the user’s
location. Next, given the topic, the word(s), image, hashtag(s), timestamp are then generated based
on their own distributions. Notably, when the words and images are generated, they are selected from
either the general or the specific sets of words and images. The generative process for all posts is as
follows, where Dir() and Multi() represent Dirichlet and multinomial distributions respectively.
1. Draw ϕWG ∼ Dir(βWG) indicating the general word distribution. Draw piW ∼ Dir(γW ) and
piV ∼ Dir(γV ) denoting the Bernoulli distributions that determine the selections between the
general words and specific words, and between the general images and specific images.
2. For each topic z = 1, · · · , Z, draw ϕWSz ∼ Dir(βWSz ) and ϕz ∼ Dir(βz), denoting the specific
word and hashtag distribution for topic z.
3. For each location l = 1, · · · , L
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(a) Draw θl ∼ Dir(α), indicating distribution of topics over the posts collection in location l.
(b) For the d-th post in location l, d = 1, · · · , Dl
i. Draw zl,d ∼Multi(θl), corresponding to the topic assigned for each post.
ii. For the n-th word in the post, n = 1, · · · , Nl,d
• Draw a variable xl,d,n ∼ Bernoulli(piW ) as an indicator for general or specific
word;
• Draw wl,d,n ∼Multi (ϕWG) if xl,d,n = 0, and wl,d,n ∼Multi (ϕWSzl,d ) if xl,d,n = 1.
iii. For the c-th hashtag of the post, c = 1, · · · , Cl,d
• Draw hl,d,c ∼ Multi (ϕzl,d), a Multinomial distribution conditioned on the topic
zl,d.
iv. Draw a timestamp tl,d ∼ Beta(ψzl,d), a Beta distribution conditioned on the topic zl,d.
v. Draw a variable yl,d ∼ Bernoulli(piV ) as an indicator for general or specific image.
vi. Draw vl,d ∼ Dir(βV G) if yl,d = 0, and vl,d ∼ Dir (βV Szl,d) if yl,d = 1.
4.2.4 Inference
In our proposed STM-LDA, there are three latent variables to be inferred from the observed social
data features {w, v, t, h}, including the topic z, the general-specific (word and image) indicators x
and y. Collapsed Gibbs sampling [27] is adopted as in other topic models for the approximate model
inference to obtain these latent variables due to its effectiveness and simplicity.
Sampling zl,d
We firstly sample the topic label for the d-th post in location l. Let i denote {l, d}, we use the following
equation to sample zi:
p(zi|Z¬i,W ,V ,X,Y ,T ,H) ∝ p(Z,W, V,X, Y, T,H|)
p(Z¬i,W ¬i,V ¬i,X¬i,Y ¬i,T ¬i,H¬i|) (4.1)
where  is the set of all the parameters.
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To derive the above conditional probability, we start by computing the following joint probability:
p(Z,W, V,X, Y, T,H|)











































where nWx=0 and n
W
z,x=1 denote two W -dimensional vectors in which each value is the number of times
every word is sampled as general word and the number of times each word is sampled as specific
word with topic z respectively. nX(.) is a 2-dimensional vector denoting the number of times x = 0 and
x = 1 occurs respectively. Similarly, nY(.) is the counter for y. n
H
z is a H-dimensional vector and each
value in it denotes the number of times each hashtag is sampled as topic z. nZl is a Z-dimensional
vector in which each element denotes the number of times that each topic occurs in the posts from
location l. vi and ti represent the normalized visual feature vector and the timestamp of the d-th post
in location l.
Given Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2, the probability of assigning a topic z to zi can be estimated
as follows:







































where Ni and Ci denote the number of words and hashtags occurs in the d-th post from location l.
nwi and n
h
i denote the number of times word w and hashtag h occur in the d-th post from location l.
nwz,x=1 and n
h
z are the number of times specific word w and hashtag h is sampled as topic z. n
z
l,¬i is
the number of times topic z occurs in the posts from location l not including the d-th post. ti and vi,m
are the timestamp and the m-th dimension of the visual feature vector for the d-th post from location
l.
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Sampling xl,d,n and yl,d
Next, we sample the general-specific indicators x and y. Let i be {l, d} and j be {l, d, n}, given
Equation 4.2, xj is sampled as follows:













Accordingly, the probability of assigning a binary label 1 to xj as a specific word indicator is
estimated as below:















where nx=1¬j denotes the number of times x = 1 occurs for the posts set not including the n-th word in
the d-th post from location l. nwjzi,x=1,¬j denotes the number of times the specific word wj is sampled
as topic zi for the posts set not including the n-th word in the d-th post from location l.










x=0,¬j denotes the num-
ber of times x = 0 occurs and the number of times word wj is sampled with label 0 for the posts set
not including the n-th word in the d-th post from location l.
Next we will introduce the process of sampling yl,d. Given Equation 4.2, to sample yi, the follow-
ing equation is used:
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where ny=1¬i denotes the number of times y = 1 occurs for the posts set not including the d-th post
from location l.
Similarly, the probability of assigning a binary label 0 to yi can be derived by using βV G, n
y=0
¬i
corresponding to βV Szi and n
y=1
¬i in Equation 4.7. n
y=0
¬i denotes the number of times y = 0 occurs for
the posts set not including the d-th post from location l.
4.2.5 Parameter Estimation
We use the following variational EM [21] procedure to estimate the parameters of our STM-LDA
model.
1. (E-step) For each post, use Gibbs sampling as described before to find the optimizing values of
the variational parameters θ, ϕWS , ϕWG, ϕ, piW and piV .
2. (M-step) Maximize the joint likelihood of the model with respect to the model parameters α,
ψ, γW , γV ,β, βWG, βWS ,βV S and βV G given the variational parameters fixed as computed in
the E-step.
Notably, the parameters of some well-studied Dirichlet distribution are set fixed as α = 50/T ,
βWG = βWS = 0.1 for simplicity as in existing work [99]. The other variational parameters updated
after each Gibbs sampling iteration are estimated as following 1.
1The estimation of ψz utilizes the method of moments.
















































where t¯z and s2z are the sample mean and the biased sample variance of the timestamps belong
to topic z respectively. Note that these two values can be maintained incrementally by their zeroth,
first and second order moments (denoting as M0, M1 and M2) as t¯z = M1/M0 and s2z = M2/M0 −
(M1/M0)
2. nzl is the number of times topic z is sampled for the posts from location l. n
w
(.) is the
number of times word w is sampled. nwz and n
h
z are the number of times w and h are sampled given
the topic z. nx(.) is the number of times label x is sampled. The estimation of pi
V
y is similar to pi
W
x ,
with counting ny(.) as the number of times label y is sampled.
To estimate the parameter βV S and βV G, the Newton-Raphson method is applied due to its linear
time performance in computing the inverse of Hessian matrix [64]. The update rule for parameter
βV G is as follows:
βV Gnewm = β
V Gold




















the number of general images, Ψ, Ψ′ and δ denote the digamma function, the trigamma function and
the delta function. The update rule for βV S is similar, with NV Sz being the number of images sampled
as topic z.
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4.3 Event Tracking and Visualization
The social events are dynamically changing over time, hence tracking the event evolution is no less
important than detecting events. Besides, event visualization is also of great importance for providing
users a vivid and intuitive presentation of an event.
4.3.1 Event Evolution Tracking
Inspired by [55], the maximum-weighted bipartite graph matching (MWBGM) is applied for tracking
the evolution of events in consecutive days. Formally speaking, a bipartite graph G = (V,E) is con-
structed with two sets of nodes which correspond to the two sets of events detected in two successive
days. The edge between two nodes represents the relevance between two events. In this work, each
event is represented as a set of words, among which each word has a value showing its probabil-
ity of being assigned to this event. The event relevance score between two events (i.e., the weight




w∈U p(w), where I
represents the intersection set of words in the two events and U denotes the union word set. p(w)
is the maximum probability value of the word w being assigned to the two events. The objective of
MWBGM is to find a subset of the events from the graph so that each event is only linked to at most
one event in the adjacent day and the multiplication of the weights between the final event pairs is
maximized. The linkages between those events in the final event pairs indicate the evolutions of these
events. For instance, event 1 is detected on day 1 and event 2 is detected on the next day. If event 1
and event 2 form an event pair after applying MWBGM, it means that event 1 evolves into event 2 on
the second day. Finally, the event evolutions over time are tracked by the event chains formed from
the individual event pairs. In this work, the MWBGM problem is addressed by the Kuhn-Munkres
algorithm [65] which estimates the maximum sum of the log probabilities of the final event pairs’
weights.
4.3.2 Event Visualization
In addition to providing supplemental information for event detection, images can be further used for
event visualization since they describe the event in a much more straightforward way. How to select
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the most representative images for an event from a large number of disordered candidates is the key
for event visualization.
Representative Image Selection
Three aspects are considered when choosing the representative images to visualize a target event:
visual relevance, visual coherence and distinctiveness.
Visual Relevance When discussing an event, a same image might be posted by different users.
The more times an image is posted, the more relevant it is to the event. In other words, the visual
relevance Pr(Ik) is determined by the occurrence number Nk of an image Ik. Therefore the visual
relevance Pr(Ik) is defined as Pr(Ik) = NkM , where M is the total number of images in the images set
of the event.
Visual Coherence An image with more near neighbours is more coherent to the event and should
have a higher probability to be the representative image. Visual coherence is defined under the above
assumption as in [93] and is calculated by a random walk process [35] in this work. Each node
Ik represents an image. There exists an edge ek,l between Ik and Il if Il is one of the K-nearest
neighbours of Ik. The weight of the edge ek,l is calculated as the visual similarity Sim(Ik, Il) divided
by the sum of visual similarities among Ik and all its K-nearest neighbours. Visual coherence Pc(Ik)
is formulated as Pc(Ik) = (αE +
(1−α)
M
ΛT )Pc(Ik), where E is the transition matrix constructed by
ei,j , and Λ is a column vector with the i-th element being the textual similarity between the post that
image Ii belongs to and the target event. M is the total number of images in the image set of the event.
The optimal solution is the eigenvector of (αE + (1−α)
M
ΛT ) with the largest eigenvalue. Notably, in
[93] the initial scores for random walk are set to be equal for all the images while we define the initial
score as the textual score of the post that each image belongs to for boost.
Distinctiveness Intuitively, a set of images with diverse contents are more informative than images
with duplicate contents. This makes distinctiveness an important criterion for representative image
selection. The visual relevance and visual coherence score are summed up (i.e., Pr(Ik) + Pc(Ik)) to
get a representative image candidates set containing the more relevant images. Suppose a total of K
representative images are needed. We firstly select the most representative image as the one with the
largest sum of visual relevance and coherence value. After that, the remaining K − 1 representative
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images are selected from the image candidates set of the event one by one. The remaining images
must carry diverse contents in order to describe the event from different perspectives. In [40], the
bipartite graph hitting time is applied to personalized query suggestion with diversity awareness.
Similarly, to achieve the representative images diversity, we construct a bipartite graph G = (V,E)
by two sets of nodes V = V1∪V2. One set (V2) is the images which have already been selected as the
representative images and the other set (V1) contains all the rest images. A random walk is performed











The following linear system is obtained for computing the hitting time [63]: hi = 0, ifi ∈ V2hi = 1 +∑j /∈V2 pijhj, ifi /∈ V2 (4.10)
The hitting time of an image in the image set V1 is the number of steps before the random walk first
reaches the selected image set V2. At each iteration, the image in the set V1 with the largest hitting
time is chosen as the next representative image and moved from V1 to the selected image set V2. This
avoids picking the near neighbours of those already selected images in V2, leading to the diversity of
the representative images in V2. Finally, a list of K diverse representative images is generated.
4.4 Experiments
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of our proposed STM-LDA model on
a large real-world tweet dataset. The experiments are designed to verify the effectiveness of the
three main components of our framework: social event detection, event evolution tracking and event
visualization.
4.4.1 Dataset
Our experiments are conducted on a large real-world dataset which consists of 10,681,232 tweets
posted from August to November in 2013. The tweets are collected by Twitter Search API given a list
of search terms. The reason we choose Search API instead of Stream API is that the latter one only
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Vocabulary size 569741
Number of tweets 10681232
Number of images 2130562
Number of stop words 816
Number of stop images 594829
Number of countries 16
Average number of words per tweet 5
Percentage of tweets with hashtag 48%
Percentage of tweets with latitude/ longitude 7%
TABLE 4.2: Statistics of the Tweet Dataset.
returns a small fraction of the total volume of tweets at any given moment, based on which events can
rarely be detected. The search terms list we used is constructed by including a set of predefined event-
relevant words (e.g., accident, earthquake, etc.), as well as the top 10 hottest trending words from the
G20 countries provided by Twitter in real time. For each crawled tweet, five features (text, image,
location, timestamp, hashtag) are recorded. The text of each tweet is preprocessed by removing the
stop words, stemming and obtaining nouns and verbs only using the Stanford POS Tagger2. As for the
images, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become more and more popular for extracting
visual features from images recently. In this work, we use the widely used ‘ImageNet network’ which
is trained on 1.3 million images [43]. Specifically, Caffe [39] is used to extract a 4096 dimensional
visual feature from the layer (named “fc”) before the classification layer. This visual feature is referred
as “CNN” feature in this work. We define four categories including cartoon, landscape, diagram and
the screenshot of text as the stop image categories and manually labelled 6600 images to train an SVM
classifier for the stop image filtering. Specifically, 4600 images are used to train an SVM classifier
with Gaussian kernel and the trained classifier is tested on the rest 2000 images showing a satisfying
result (i.e., accuracy: 0.9017, precision: 0.8892 and recall: 0.9642). More details on the statistics of
this dataset are summarized in Table 4.2.
4.4.2 Comparisons
Four competitor approaches are compared in our experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
event detection performance.
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FIGURE 4.3: Effect of Time, Location and Hashtag
as in LTT [99] to form events from the topics detected by LDA.
• TwitterLDA[98]: TwitterLDA is the first topic model specifically designed for tweets data.
They assume that each short tweet is only assigned to one topic.
• MMLDA[10]: This is a topic model for Twitter subtopic discovery. Tweet images are first
considered in this work, where each image is represented as a bag-of-visual-words derived
from SIFT feature. We compare MMLDA to verify the superiority of the CNN feature in our
proposed model over the traditional SIFT feature based methods.
• LTT[99]: This is the state-of-the-art work in topic modeling for Twitter event detection, which
considers geographic information in addition to the text and time factor.
4.4.3 Performance on Event Detection
In this section, we first introduce the ground truth for event detection and the three performance
indicators. After that, we study the impact of different Twitter features on event detection performance
and evaluate the effectiveness of our event detection model in different aspects.
Ground Truth Generation
Due to the lack of ground truth for social event detection, we build up the ground truth (i.e., the
top K hottest events on a particular day) based on the search terms used for collecting the tweets.
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Intuitively, the more tweets crawled based on a search term, the hotter the event related to this term
is. We calculate the sum of re-tweeted numbers for every search term in the daily collected tweets as
the mentioned times. The K search terms with the top K largest mentioned times constitute the K
ground truth events for that day.
Evaluation Metrics
Mean average precision (MAP) for a set of queries is the mean of the average precision for each
query. In this work, we detect a list of ranked events daily. MAP is then calculated as the mean of the









number of relevant events
, where K is the number of detected events and Precision(i) is the
precision at the top i events in the detected list. rel(i) equals to one if the the i-th event in the list is a
relevant event, zero otherwise.
MAP evaluates the performance of the top K events recommendation, while the following two
metrics verify the quality of one event. For a specific event, the tweets which should be assigned to
this event are the targets, and all the other tweets are nontargets.
Probability of missed tweet detections (PMiss) is the fraction of missed tweet detections over all
targets:
PMiss =
number of missed tweet detections
number of targets
(4.12)
where a missed tweet detection is defined as a target tweet that is not assigned to the corresponding
event.
Probability of false tweet alarm errors (PFa) is the percentage of false tweet alarms over all
nontargets:
PFa =
number of false tweet alarms
number of nontargets
(4.13)
where a nontarget tweet that is falsely detected in the corresponding event is called a false tweet alarm.
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FIGURE 4.4: Effect of Visual Features
It is obvious that an effective event detection algorithm should have a large MAP but small PMiss
and PFa.
Effect of Time, Location and Hashtag
To evaluate the impact of different Twitter features in the proposed model, we provide five groups
of results, including the original TwitterLDA as a baseline, TwitterLDA with time, TwitterLDA with
location, Spatio-temporal TwitterLDA and Spatio-temporal TwitterLDA with hashtag. The effect of
images will be verified separately in the next two subsections as it is a main contribution of this
work. As shown in Figure 4.3, each Twitter feature improves the performance of the text-only based
event detection (i.e., the original TwitterLDA) on all the three measurements. Among them, location
information brings bigger improvements than the time factor, especially for PMiss and PFa (i.e., rel-
ative 24% and 6% further declines respectively). With the consideration of the hashtag, MAP further
increases around 3% when K < 20. Notably, the combination of all these features consistently gen-
erates the best results. This demonstrates the importance of each factor and the power of fusing them
when detecting events from social networks.
Effect of Visual Feature
Image is one of the key factors in the proposed model and the choice of visual feature to represent
images is thus of great importance. To test the effect of visual feature, we conduct experiments
on all image tweets (i.e., tweets which contain images). Two different visual features are tested.
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One is the bag-of-visual-words derived from the SIFT feature as generally used in existing studies
and the other is the state-of-the-art CNN feature. Moreover, to demonstrate the advantage of the
stop image filter component, the results for the whole image set and for the filtered image set are
shown respectively. As illustrated in Figure 4.4, the bag-of-visual-words model on SIFT feature
even deteriorates the performance. This shows that representing tweet images as visual words and
straightforwardly processing them in the same way as textual words are inapplicable for social event
detection. Moreover, for the bag-of-visual-words model, the lack of stop image filter even causes a
fall in MAP when K > 15, which demonstrates that the noisy images affect the performance more
seriously for larger K values. In contrast to the bag-of-visual-words model, CNN feature benefits the
event detection by improving the MAP by 2% to 5%. In addition, using the stop image filter further
increases the MAP by up to 3%.
Effect of Images on Different Categories
Images are supposed to have diverse impacts on the events in different categories. We manually di-
vide all ground truth events in August 2013 into eleven major categories, including public holiday,
ceremony, sport, celebrity, place of interest, product, weather, breaking news, trending topics, enter-
tainment and politics. The distribution of the ground truth events in different categories is shown in
Figure 4.5. To show the impact of images on different categories, the event detection performances
for different categories with and without images are demonstrated in Figure 4.6. We can observe that
images bring negative effect on four categories, including public holiday, sport, celebrity and trending
topics. The reason is that, in these four categories, images are either visually similar to each other
(for sport, celebrity) or containing too many noises (for public holiday, trending topics). Hence these
images do not benefit the event detection process. Among all the other categories, ceremony and
politics benefit most from tweet images (5.8% and 7.8% improvements in MAP respectively). This
is because that the intra-event image similarity within an event and inter-event image diversity across
























FIGURE 4.5: Category Distribution of the Ground Truth Events
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FIGURE 4.6: Effect of Images on Different Categories
Effectiveness of Event Detection
In this part, we compared different event detection methods. Note that all of our collected tweets
comprise country information, but only a small fraction of them (as shown in Table 4.2) contain
latitude and longitude information. To test the algorithm LTT which requires the detailed geographical
information, we construct a dataset named “Geo-labelled Data” consisting of a subset of our collected
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(a) Mean Average Precision
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(b) Probability of Missed Tweet Detections
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(c) Probability of False Tweet Alarms
FIGURE 4.7: Event Detection Performance on Geo-labelled Data
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(b) Probability of Missed Tweet Detections
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(c) Probability of False Tweet Alarms
FIGURE 4.8: Event Detection Performance on All Data
tweets which contain latitude and longitude. We then conduct two series of comparisons on both the
“Geo-labelled Data” (for LTT) and “All Data” (to show the consistent superiority on a large dataset).
The results are shown in Fig 4.7 and Fig 4.8 respectively. We can see that our method performs the
best in both MAP and PMiss on both datasets. As in Fig 4.7(a), LTT is relatively 7% lower than our
approach in MAP. Fig 4.7(b) shows that our method achieves remarkably smaller PMiss compared to
LTT (0.21 vs. 0.31 in average). The reason LTT gets a relatively lower PFa is that the events detected
by LTT are much smaller than ours. This makes LTT less likely to generate false alarms since the
number of tweets in each event is limited. It is the same for LDA (Figure 4.8(c)) due to the same event
detection strategy as LTT. However, a big event may be separated into several small events in their
methods. Moreover, comparing the performance of LTT and our method on PMiss, we can observe
the small events detected by LTT also causes many missed tweet detections. And as indicated by
MAP, our method outperforms LTT in terms of the overall event detection performance. MMLDA is
originally designed for subtopic discovery under the assumption that all the images are relevant to a
certain topic. The noisy images in our collected tweet data result in the unsatisfactory event detection
performance of MMLDA. LDA presents a marked increase in MAP with the increase of K. This
demonstrates that when discussing the top few hottest events in Twitter, people are more focused and
tend to concentrate on just one topic. However, for the less popular events, there might exist diverse




snowden 0.039, russia 0.038, asylum 0.016, temporary 0.014, moscow 0.012,
confirm 0.010, airport 0.010, edward 0.009, paper 0.009, break 0.009
Aug 2, 2013
snowden 0.055, russia 0.032, nsa 0.021, asylum 0.017, edward 0.015,
read 0.012, leave 0.011, airport 0.011, moscow 0.010, netflix 0.007
Aug 3, 2013
snowden 0.035, russia 0.033, nsa 0.012, moscow 0.010, edward 0.010,
cbs 0.008, russian 0.008, putin 0.007, cable 0.007, warner 0.006
TABLE 4.3: Evolution of the Event “Snowden”
4.4.4 Event Evolution Tracking Study
We conduct a case study on the event “Snowden” to show the performance of event evolution tracking
and event visualization. Table 4.3 illustrates the events related to “Snowden” detected by our frame-
work, where the first column is the date when the event happened and the second column displays the
top ten words for each event as well as their probabilities assigned to the event. This table shows the
evolution of event “Snowden” in three consecutive days, from August 1, 2013 to August 3, 2013. On
the first day, people were talking about Snowden’s stay in the airport in Moscow and his temporary
asylum issued by Russia. On the next day, the discussion shifted to that Snowden left the airport after
his lawyer read the formal document. On the third day, the Russia president Putin and the warner
Putin received from NSA became the foci of this event. This case study shows that the event de-
tected from tweets can truly reflect what happens in real life. However, it is difficult to quantitatively
evaluate such performance mainly due to the subjectiveness on event understanding.
4.4.5 Event Visualization Study
We compare our event visualization results for the example event “Snowden” with two baseline meth-
ods and a spectral clustering based method [10]. Observed from Fig 4.9, our method generates the
most relevant and diverse representative images for the event “Snowden”. As we mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.2.2, there exist a certain number of images which are less relevant to the event, and existing
cluster-and-rank methods (e.g., [10]) lack the strategy to deal with these images, as shown in Fig
4.9(a). Figure 4.9(b) and 4.9(c) show the results based on the criterion visual relevance and visual
coherence respectively. Figure 4.9(d) demonstrates the importance of considering distinctiveness in
addition to visual relevance and visual coherence.
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(a) Spectral Clustering Based
(b) Visual Coherence Only
(c) Visual Relevance Only
(d) Our Method
FIGURE 4.9: Representative Image Selection for Event “Snowden”
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a novel topic model named Spatio-Temporal Multimodal LDA for
effective social event detection. Five different social data features are fully exploited for performance
improvements. Social images are thoroughly studied and a two-filter strategy is specifically designed
for eliminating the impact of noisy tweet images. Extensive experiments are conducted on a real-
world tweet dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method from different aspects.
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Chapter 5
Community Profiling for Social Events
Understanding
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we focus on detecting and monitoring the evolving events from the
user-generated contents in social networks. However, we have only analysed social events from the
content perspective so far. Investigating the underlying communities for each social event is an-
other crucial perspective towards event understanding. The underlying community profiling makes
the descriptions of the events more comprehensive by analysing these social events from the user
perspective. Furthermore, community profiling provides the information diffusion strengths within
one community and between communities. This means that we can not only have a knowledge of
the events that are happening at the moment, but also further predict how will the information about
the similar events diffuse in the social networks in the future. Motivated by the rich semantics about
user behaviours hidden in these information, we extend the community definition as a group of users
who are not only densely connected (as in the conventional community definition), but also having
similar behaviours. With the richer semantics, such kind of communities can not only help to make
sense of the social events from community perspective, but also benefit a lot of other applications that
require community-level analysis, such as marketing research, public policy making and so on. In
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this chapter, we study a new community profiling problem which detects and characterizes a com-
munity by both content profile (what a community is about) and diffusion profile (how it interacts
with others). The majority of the community detection methods can be divided into three categorises:
distance-based, graph-based and probabilistic model-based. The distance-based methods generally
design some distance or similarity measurements between two users or two documents. Then the
clustering methods are applied to group similar users into communities. The graph-based methods
treat the network data as a graph where users correspond to nodes. Then the graph theories are ap-
plied which consider the graph characters such as density, in degree and out degree of nodes to group
the dense and similar nodes into communities. The probabilistic model (topic model) naturally com-
bines all the observed data (such as the contents posted by users, the links between users and links
between documents) to discover the latent community assignments of each user. Compared to the
distance-based methods, no similarity measurements need to be explicitly designed in topic models.
Especially, when both user similarity and document similarity are considered simultaneously, how to
combine the two similarity measurements will be problematic for distance-based methods. In terms
of the graph-based methods, most of the existing studies only consider modularity as the criteria to
group densely connected users into one community. The content similarities between the documents
posted by the users are of great importance especially for social community detection. In considera-
tion of the above limitations of both distance-based methods and graph-based methods, we design a
novel topic model to solve the social community detection problem. Specifically, we propose a novel
generative community profiling model (named CP-JHC) with the consideration of our three insights:
joint profiling and detection, heterogeneous user interactions and comprehensive diffusion modeling.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to holistically model user links, user generated contents
and user content diffusion for community profiling. Extensive experiments have been conducted on
two real-world datasets and the results demonstrate the superiority of our model over the state-of-
the-art baselines by 22.65% on community detection task and 18.74% on diffusion prediction task.
A case study has been conducted to further illustrate the effectiveness of our model on community
profiling task for social event understanding.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first introduce the problem formulation and
then present our generative model for community profiling in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 provides the
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Notation Description
|U |, |V |, |M | The number of users, words and timestamps
|C|, |Z| The number of communities and event topics
|G|, |E| The number of user links and diffusion links
dui The i-th document generated by user u
|Du| The number of documents generated by user u
|Vui| The number of words in document dui
tui, wuiv The timestamp and the v-th word in document dui
cui, zui The community label and topic label assigned to dui
Etij A diffusion link from document i to document j at timestamp t
Guv A user link from user u to user v
piu Multinomial distribution over communities specific to user u
θc Multinomial distribution over event topics specific to community c
φz Multinomial distribution over words specific to topic z
ηcc′z Community level information diffusion probability from community c to c′ on topic z
α, β, ρ Dirichlet priors
TABLE 5.1: Notations for Social Community Profiling
inference for our community profiling model. Experimental results are shown in Section 5.4, followed
by the conclusion in Section 5.5.
5.2 Social Community Profiling
5.2.1 Problem Formulation
In this section, we first introduce some key concepts in this task and then formulate the community
profiling problem we aim to address. Table 5.1 summarizes the notations used in this work.
Definition 5.1. Heterogeneous Network. A heterogeneous network is a graph G = (U,D,G,E),
where u ∈ U corresponds to a user, and d ∈ D represents a user-generated document. There are
two types of links in G. Guv ∈ G stands for a user link from user u to v, while Eij ∈ E indicates a
diffusion link from document i to document j. Both types of links are directed in this work.
Take the Twitter network as an example, Du denotes the set of tweets posted by user u, Gu,v
represents that user u follows user v and Ei,j denotes that tweet j is a retweet from tweet i.
In this work, a community is a group of users who are densely connected, share similar topics
of interest and follow similar diffusion patterns. Specifically, given a heterogeneous network G, each
detected community c must meet three requirements: 1) high modularity in terms of user links G;
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2) similar event topic distribution in terms of user generated contents D; 3) similar community-level
diffusion behaviours in terms of diffusion links E. Next we introduce two important definitions in
this work, i.e., content profile and diffusion profile for a community.
Definition 5.2. Content Profile. The content profile of a community c is a multinomial distribution
θc over event topics, where each dimension θcz denotes the probability of c discussing event topic z.
In particular, an event topic z ∈ {1, . . . , |Z|} is a |V |-dimensional multinomial distribution φz over
words, where each dimension represents the probability that a word w ∈ {1, . . . , |V |} is related to z.
Definition 5.3. Diffusion Profile. For a community c, the diffusion profile ηc is a |C| × |Z| matrix,
in which each elements ηcc′z denotes the information diffusion probability from community c to c′ on
event topic z.
With the definition of content profile and diffusion profile, we now can introduce the community
profiling problem.
The Problem. Given a heterogeneous network G = (U,D,G,E), the research problem we aim
to address in this work is to propose a unified model to detect a set of communities c ∈ {1, . . . , |C|}
and assign each user u ∈ {1, . . . , |U |} a |C|-dimensional community distribution piu representing the
probability that u belonging to every single community. Moreover, each community c is characterized
by a content profile θc and a diffusion profile ηc. These two profiles describe the social events in terms
of who are actively involved in the social events discussion and how does the event information diffuse
among communities in social networks.
5.2.2 Community Profiling Model
In this work, we propose a novel generative model named CP-JHC to address the community profiling
problem. Given the three challenges introduced in Section 1.2.3, CP-JHC is designed in a way to
simultaneously detect and profile communities, with the consideration of both heterogeneous user
interactions and comprehensive diffusion modeling.
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Model Design
In this section, we will introduce how we realize the three insights to our model design, which are
proposed to address the three challenges. The graphical model of CP-JHC is shown in Figure 5.1, in
























FIGURE 5.1: Graphical Model of CP-JHC
Joint profiling and detection. Jointly model community profiling and community detection can ben-
efit the two tasks one another. In particular, the community detection mainly focuses on discovering a
group of densely connected users, while the community profiling aims to provide the content profile
and diffusion profile for each community. Given a heterogeneous network G, our proposed CP-JHC
jointly models the user linksG, user published contentsG and diffusion links E together to assign the
community labels. Consequently, the community detection, content profiling and diffusion profiling
tasks are completed simultaneously.
Heterogeneous user interactions. Given a heterogeneous network G, we model user links G and
diffusion links E heterogeneously in our proposed CP-JHC. These two types of links represent two
user interactions. The user links stand for the interaction between two users, e.g., the following
relationship in Twitter and the co-author relationship in DBLP. On the other hand, a diffusion link
corresponds to the diffusion path of a document, such as the retweet in Twitter and citation in DBLP.
In the conventional definition, a “good” community should have high modularity, which means the
intra community links should be denser than the inter community links. In this work, user links are
used to enforce the high modularity of the detected communities. The link probability between two
users u and v is defined as a sigmoid function parametrized by the community distribution similarity
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where cˆu is the community distribution of user u, which is computed by aggregating u’s community
assignments.
The more similar cˆu and cˆv are, the more likely Guv exists. In other words, Guv has higher
probability to exist when u and v share more common community memberships. This inherently
enforces that link connections within communities are denser than those across communities, leading
to a high modularity score.
In contrast to user link, the intra community diffusion links are not necessarily to be denser than
the inter community diffusion links. The reason is as follows. The inter community interactions are
important when modeling diffusion links and they may not necessarily be “weak” [29]. Specifically,
the community level diffusion probability varies across event topics. This topic-specific community
level diffusion strength may break “the intra-community density” rule and should be carefully con-
sidered when we model the diffusion links. Next, we will introduce how we model the diffusion links
comprehensively.
Comprehensive diffusion modeling. We characterize three important factors as the reasons for an
information diffusion decision: 1) the community level diffusion preference, 2) event topic popularity,
3) individual diffusion preference. Take Twitter as an example, user u is likely to retweet v’s tweet dvj
as her i-th tweet dui at timestamp t if: 1) the community level information diffusion strength between
cui (the community u belongs to when she generates document dui) and cvj on the event topic zvj is
strong; 2) the topic zvj of dvj is trending at timestamp t, hence dvj is very likely to be retweeted; 3)
u has individual preference on v, thus in general u tends to retweet v’s tweets. Next we will explain
how we incorporate the three factors in our diffusion modeling one by one.
The community level diffusion preference factor depends on two users’ community memberships
and the community-level diffusion strength on the specific event topic. In particular, given a user u,
her underlying community topic joint probability is inferred as
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where zˆc is the event topic distribution for community c and is computed by counting the topics
assigned to the documents from c.
The community factor in determining whether v will diffuse u’s document i is estimated by com-





cˆuczˆczηcc′z cˆvc′ zˆc′z (5.3)
where ηcc′z is the topic-specific diffusion strength from community c to c′ on event topic z. For
express simplicity, we set c¯ij = vec([(cˆu⊗ cˆv) ◦ (zˆz ⊗ zˆz)]) and η¯ = vec(η), where vec(A) is a vector
concatenating the row vectors of A. Equation 5.3 is then converted to c¯ij · η¯.
The event topic popularity factor represents the popularity of an event topic at a specific times-
tamp. It is calculated as the count of topics z at timestamp t, denoted as zˆtz.
The individual diffusion preference factor is computed as a linear function ν · f , where f is
the vector which concatenates the individual feature vectors for user u and user v. We define the
individual feature vector for user u as < |Followers(u)||Followees(u)| ,
|Retweets(u)|
|Tweets(u)| > in this work, where the two terms
represent the popularity and activeness of the user u. These two features are crucial when determining
individual diffusion preference. Intuitively, u is more likely to diffuse information if she is very active.
On the other hand, u’s documents will tend to be diffused if she is popular.
In order to systematically combine the three diffusion factors, we propose to introduce a sigmoid
function to define the diffusion probability from document i and j at timestamp t:
P tij = σ(c¯ij · η¯ + zˆtz + νf) (5.4)
where σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)). With the above sigmoid function, we can automatically learn the
weight for each diffusion factor, so that the diffusion behaviours can be characterized more precisely.
Note that in this work, time is utilized to calculate the temporal popularity of a topic. It can be
easily added as the observed data to model the latent community and topic labels as in [36]. We have
experimentally verified the effectiveness of our model in terms of the above three insights and the
results can be found in Section 5.4.2.
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The Generative Process
In a heterogeneous network G = (U,D,G,E), given a user u, there are three possible behaviours:
generating a document d ∈ D, forming a diffusion link Eij ∈ E and forming a user link Guv ∈ G.
Take Twitter as an example, the three behaviours for u are: posting a tweet, retweeting a tweet and
following another user.
The generative process for the three behaviours is described as follows. When u posts a tweet dui,
she first selects a community cui = c based on her community distribution piu. Then an event topic
zui = z is selected according to the community c’s topic distribution θc. After that, every single words
in dui is generated based on the word distribution φz of topic z. The link between user u and user
v is formed by the similarity between the community distributions of user u and user v. The more
similar communities user u and v share, the more likely u will follow v. In contrast to the user link,
the generation of a diffusion link is more complicate, which depends on three factors as introduced in
Section 5.2.2.
The generative process of a heterogeneous network G is summarized as follows.
1. For each event topic z = 1, . . . , |Z|, draw φz|β ∼ Dirichlet(β) indicating the word distribution
for event topic z.
2. For each community c = 1, . . . , |C|, draw θc|α ∼ Dirichlet(α) denoting the topic distribution
for community c.
3. For each user u = 1, . . . , |U |
(a) Draw piu|ρ ∼ Dirichlet(ρ), denoting the community distribution for user u.
(b) For the i-th document dui of user u
i. Draw cui|pi ∼Multi(piu), corresponding to the community assignment for dui
ii. Draw zui|c, θ ∼Multi(θcui), denoting the topic assignment for dui
iii. For the v-th word wuiv in dui, v = 1, . . . , |Vui|
A. Draw wuiv|z, φ ∼ Multi(φzui), a Multinomial distribution conditioned on topic
zui.
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(c) For each user link from user u to user v, draw Gu,v|c ∼ Bernolli(σ(cˆTu cˆv))
(d) For every diffusion link Eti,j user u generates from document i to document j at time t,
draw Eti,j|c, η, z, ν, f ∼ Bernolli(σ(c¯ij · η¯ + zˆtz + νf)).
5.3 Model Inference
In our proposed CP-JHC model, there are two latent variables {z, c} to be inferred from the observed
data {W , G, E}. Collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm is adopted to solve the probabilistic inference
problem and obtain the two latent variables. The two sets of parameters, the variational parameters
{pi, θ, φ} and the model parameters {α, β, ρ, ν, η} are estimated in a variational EM procedure, in
which the variation parameters are estimated in the E-step with the model parameters fixed and the
model parameters are estimated in M step with others fixed. Next we will first introduce the collapsed
Gibbs sampling algorithm in E-step and then illustrate the parameters estimation in the next Section.
5.3.1 The Collapsed Gibbs Sampling
To derive the formulas for Gibbs sampler, we start by computing the collapsed posterior distribution
of our CP-JHC model is:
p(W,G,E,C, Z, f, ν, η|ρ, α, β)
= p(C|ρ)p(Z|C, α)p(W |Z, β)p(G|c)p(E|c, η, z, ν, f)
(5.5)
The last two terms are the probability of the user links (G) and diffusion links (E), which are










ij . We follow the assumption in [14] that only
the observed links will be modelled. Hence the sums in p(G) and p(E) range over all the observed
links.
Note that p(G) and p(E) are two logistic likelihood functions making the Bayesian inference for
our model a hard task since it is analytically inconvenient to form a Gibbs sampler for them. Recent
studies [9, 17] propose a data-augmentation strategy which introduces a set of Po´lya-Gamma random
variables to derive an exact mixture representation of the logistic link likelihood.
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In our model, we introduce two Po´lya-Gamma variables λ and δ as the augmented variables for


















2 p(δij|1, 0) (5.7)
We will first introduce how to utilize the two Po´lya-Gamma random variables to calculate the
posterior probabilities for the Gibbs sampler of our model. A random variable X has a Po´lya-Gamma





(k−1/2)2+b2/(4pi2) , where (a, b) are positive parameters and
each gk ∼ Gamma(a, 1) is an independent Gamma random variable.
To deal with the two logistic likelihood functions p(G) and p(E) in Equation 5.5, we introduce
two Po´lya-Gamma variables λ ∼ PG(1, 0) and δ ∼ PG(1, 0) as the augmented variables. The
two functions can then be represented as mixtures of Gaussians with respect to the corresponding

























Consequently, we derive p(G, λ) and p(E, δ) in Equation 5.6 and 5.7.
We now have two latent variables and two augmented variables to be inferred from a given het-
erogeneous network, including the event topic z, community c and two augmented Po´lya-Gamma
variables λ and δ. At every iteration of the Gibbs sampling, we sample each of these variables one
by one. In this section we will directly give the conditional distributions used in the collapsed Gibbs
sampling for each variable.
In this section, we elaborate the detailed model inference formulas for Gibbs sampling. The col-
lapsed posterior distribution of our model (Equation 5.5) augmented with two Po´lya-Gamma variables
λ and δ is represented as follows:
Augmented with two Po´lya-Gamma variables λ and δ, collapsed posterior distribution of our
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model (Equation 5.5) is represented as:
p(W,G,E,C, Z, f, ν, η, λ, δ|ρ, α, β)




P (C|pi)P (pi|ρ)dpi ∫
θ
p(Z|C, θ)P (θ|α)dθ ∫
φ




























Given Equation 5.8, the conditional distributions used in the collapsed Gibbs sampling for the
event topic z and community c are derived as follows.
For Z: The probability of assigning topic z to zui is calculated as follows,
P (zui = z|C,Z¬{ui},W,G,E, f, ν, η, λ, δ)






































For C: The probability of assigning community c to cui is derived as below,
P (cui = c|C¬{ui}, Z,W,G,E, f, ν, η, λ, δ)






























Let pE(Etij) = e
c¯ij ·η¯+zˆtz+νf−δij(c¯ij ·η¯+zˆtz+νf)
2
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For Z: The probability of assigning event topic z to zui,
























where Λu = {v : (u, v) ∈ G||(v, u) ∈ G} denotes the set of neighbours of user u in G. Λi =
{j : (i, j) ∈ E||(j, i) ∈ E} denotes the set of neighbours of document i in E. nzc,¬{ui} and n(·)c,¬{ui}
denote the number of times topic z assigned to community c and the total number of topics assigned to
community c, both calculated with the current document dui excluded. Similarly, nwz,¬{ui} and n
(·)
z,¬{ui}
are the number of times word w assigned as topic z and the total number of words assigned as topic
z, with dui excluded; nwui and n
(·)
ui are the number of times word w occurs in the document dui and the
total number of words in dui.
For C: The probability of assigning community c to cui is,



















where ncu,¬{ui} and n
(·)
u,¬{ui} are the number of documents from user u that are assigned to community
c and the total number of documents from user u without counting the document dui.
For λ: The conditional distribution of the augmented variable λ is a Po´lya-Gamma distribution:
p(λuv|W,G,E,C, Z, f, ν, η, δ) ∝ e
−λuv(cˆTu cˆv)
2
2 p(λuv|1, 0) = PG(1, cˆTu cˆv) (5.13)
We adopt the efficient approach proposed in [72] to draw samples from the Po´lya-Gamma distri-
bution. The samples of λ are drawn from the closely related exponentially tilted Jacobi distribution.
For δ: Similarly, the posterior distribution of the other augmented variable δ is also a Po´lya-Gamma
distribution:
p(δij|W,G,E,C, Z, f, ν, η, λ) ∝ e
−δij(c¯ij ·η¯+νf+zˆtz)
2
2 p(δij|1, 0) = PG(1, c¯ij · η¯ + νf + zˆtz) (5.14)
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5.3.2 Parameters Estimation
We use the following variational EM procedure to estimate the parameters of our CP-JHC model.
1. (E-step) For each document and two types of links, use Gibbs sampling as described before to
find the optimizing values of the parameters pi, θ and φ.
2. (M-step) Maximize the joint likelihood of the model with respect to the model parameters α, β,
ρ, ν and η given the parameters pi, θ and φ fixed as computed in E-step.
In the E-step, the Gibbs sampler iteratively draws samples of Z, C, λ and δ from the poster dis-
tribution based on Equation(5.11), Equation(5.12), Equation(5.13) and Equation(5.14), respectively.

















Model parameters are estimated in the M-step. Notably, the parameters of some well-studied
Dirichlet distribution are set fixed as α = 50/T , β = 0.1, ρ = 50/C for simplicity as in existing
work. The remaining two parameters η and ν are estimated as below.
The community-level information diffusion strength ηcc′z is calculated by aggregating the commu-
nity and topic assignments for each single retweet at the last iteration of Gibbs sampling. ν is solved
in the M-step by optimizing the logistic regression function with all other variable fixed as described
before. To solve the logistic regression function, we randomly sample the same amount of negative
diffusion links from all non-observed diffusion links as the true negative instances.
5.4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed community profiling model on two large
real-world datasets. We design the experiments to: 1) validate our three insights as just mentioned in
Section 5.2.2; 2) compare our model with the state-of-the-art baselines.
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Dataset Twitter DBLP
Number of users 137,325 916,907
Number of user links 3,589,811 3,063,186
Number of diffusion links 992,522 10,210,652
Number of words 2,316,020 330,334
Number of documents 39,952,379 4,121,213
TABLE 5.2: Dataset Statistics
5.4.1 Set Up
Datasets
We conduct the experiments on the following two publicly available benchmark datasets: Twitter [50]
and DBLP [85].
Twitter: The Twitter dataset was collected in May 2011 by crawling Twitter with Twitter API.
100,000 random users were first selected as seeds to crawl users’ following relationships. From the
retrieved 20 million users in the followship network, 3 million users who have at least 10 relationships
were selected to further crawl their user profiles. After that, 150 thousand users who have locations
in their profiles were selected, and at most 500 public tweets were crawled for each of them.
DBLP: The DBLP dataset is collected from ArnetMiner [85] (from 1936 to 2010). There are
1,572,277 papers and 2,084,019 citation relationships in total. Each paper is associated with abstract,
author, year, venue and title.
The text of each tweet and paper title are pre-processed by removing the stop words, stemming
and obtaining nouns and verbs only using the Stanford POS Tagger 1. We then remove the documents
containing less than 2 words and accordingly remove users having no documents. Table 5.2 lists the
data statistics of the two datasets after pre-processing. All the experiments are implemented on a
server with Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 Datacenter, Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2690 @3.00GHz
CPU, and 256GB of RAM.





As there is no ground truth, it is hard to directly evaluate the quality of our community profiling
outputs. Therefore, we design different tasks, which rely on our community profiling output for pre-
diction, to evaluate the quality of our community profiling. Intuitively, a good community profiling
model for social event analysis should be capable of detecting communities and predicting infor-
mation diffusion accurately so as to describe the social events in terms of both user and information
diffusion perspectives. A case study is also conducted to verify our community profiling performance,
in which both the content profile and the diffusion profile are illustrated by the outputs of our CP-JHC
model.
As introduced in Section 5.2.1, given a heterogeneous network G = (U,D,G,E), a good com-
munity profiling model should be able to detect dense communities from G, and accurately predict
the existence probability of the two types of links: user links G and diffusion links E. In this work,
we choose modularity for community detection as it is widely adopted to evaluate the density of a
community. Meanwhile, AUC is adopted to evaluate both user link prediction and diffusion link pre-
diction. The benefit is that we do not need to define the threshold for link existence since AUC is the
evaluation measurement for ranking performance. The detailed introduction of the two measurements
can be found below.
Modularity: Modularity is the fraction of the edges that fall within the given groups minus the
expected number in an equivalent network with edges placed at random [67]. Since each user belongs
to multiple communities in our work, we adopt the modularity measure of networks with overlapping
communities [44]. Specifically, the modularity score of a network with |C| overlapping communities























where nc and nec is the number of users and the number of links community c contains. auv = 1 if user
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u connected to user v, otherwise auv = 0. du is the degree of user u in the network and su denotes the
number of communities user u belongs to.
AUC: The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) 3 value represents the
probability that a randomly chosen true positive link is ranked above a randomly picked true negative
link given a list of ranked non-observed links [36]. Specifically, the probability of a user link Guv and
a diffusion link Etij is defined as Equation 5.1 and Equation 5.4.
To evaluate the community detection and diffusion prediction performance, we follow the settings
in [36]. 20% user links and diffusion links are randomly selected from G and E respectively. After
that, the same amount of random negative links are selected to evaluate AUC for both user links
and diffusion links. More specifically, take user link prediction as an example, given a list of true
neighbours who follow users u (denoted as Nr(u)), we randomly select the same amount of non-
neighbours (denoted as ¬Nr(u)) who do not follow u. Puv is then calculated for each user v ∈
{Nr(u)∪¬Nr(u)}. AUC is derived based on the user links ordered by the predicted link probability
Puv. The evaluation for diffusion links is similar, in which the true negative links are selected from
the users who have not retweeted a specific tweet. Our model is trained on the remaining 80% links
and all documents.
Baselines
We compare our model with four state-of-the-art baselines to evaluate the performance of our model.
We summarize our differences with the baselines in Table 5.3. Both PMTLM and COLD omit user
links in their model and only consider the community factor when modeling diffusion links. Their
difference is that PMTLM bounds one topic to one community while COLD presents a community
as a distribution of topics. We compare with each of them on both community detection and diffu-
sion prediction tasks to verify the importance of user links and comprehensive diffusion modeling for
community profiling. Similar to us, CRM utilizes user links and diffusion links when detecting com-
munities and considers both community and individual factors for diffusion modeling. It is included
to compare different link modeling approaches for community model (Multinomial link modeling





















(a) Modularity on Twitter
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(b) Link Prediction on Twitter
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(c) Diffusion Prediction on Twitter
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(d) Modularity on DBLP
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(e) Link Prediction on DBLP
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(f) Diffusion Prediction on DBLP
FIGURE 5.2: Validation of Joint Profiling and Detection & Heterogeneous User Interactions
performance of direct individual diffusion modeling against the comprehensive diffusion modeling.
• Poisson Mixed-Topic Link Model (PMTLM) [107]. PMTLM designs a generative model for
both text and user links. Both texts and links are generated by the same latent variable; hence
one community only discusses one topic.
• Whom to Mention (WTM) [89]. WTM extracts different features including user interest
match, content-dependent user relationship and user influence for each user. A SVR method
is adopted to rank the users based on their diffusion probabilities. Only individual factors are
considered when calculating the retweet probability between two users.
• Community Role Model (CRM) [34]. CRM designs a generative framework to model a social
network, which incorporates all the information such as links, user attributes and behaviours in
a unified manner. CRM defines a community as a multinomial distribution over all links and
models diffusion actions using both individual and community factors.
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TABLE 5.3: Baselines
features diffusion factors tasks
methods text user links diff links indi comm topic topic extr comm detec diff pred comm prof
PMTLM • • • • • •
WTM • • • • •
CRM • • • • • •
COLD • • • • • •
Ours • • • • • • • • • •
• COmmunity Level Diffusion (COLD) [36]. COLD proposes a generative latent topic model
which simultaneously discovers the hidden topics, communities and inter-community influence
by jointly modeling network, text and time. In contrast to WTM, only community level factors
are utilized to model the retweet behaviour between two users.
5.4.2 Validation of Our Insights
To verify our three insights introduced in Section 5.2.2, we conduct three sets of experiments on both
datasets as follows.
Joint profiling and detection. To show the advantage of joint detection and profiling, we compare
with a pipeline baseline. Specifically, we first detect communities from the network based on user
links only and then extract event topics and diffusion strength for each detected community. Figure
5.2 shows results for the experimental validation of joint profiling and detection and heterogeneous
user interactions. The pipeline community profiling and detection leads to a significant decline in
terms of Link Prediction AUC on both datasets (relatively 18.7% on Twitter and 10.5% on DBLP).
This verifies the benefit of joint profiling and detection.
Heterogeneous user interactions. The importance of heterogeneous user interactions is verified
by evaluating the performance of the homogeneous user interactions model which utilizes the same
formula (i.e., Equation 5.1) to model both user links and diffusion links. As shown in Figure 5.2, mod-
eling user links and diffusion links homogeneously decreases the diffusion prediction performance by
around 8.6% on Twitter and 13.2% on DBLP respectively. This verifies that diffusion links are not the
same as user links in modeling communities. Interestingly, the homogeneous link modeling brings











































































FIGURE 5.3: Validation of Comprehensive Diffusion Modeling
This is because the diffusion links only happen between users who follow each other in Twitter. Hence
modeling diffusion links the same way as user links strengthens a subset of the user links generation,
leading to the minor improvements when predicting the user links. However, in DBLP, the diffusion
links (citation) are not limited to the users who are connected to each other (coauthor). Consequently,
the user link prediction performance is affected by the diffusion links.
Comprehensive diffusion modeling. To demonstrate the benefit of comprehensive diffusion mod-
eling, we test the effect of the three diffusion factors on the diffusion prediction performance. As in
Figure 5.3, the individual preference factor brings around 8% and 2.5% improvements on the per-
formance of the community level preference factor based diffusion prediction for Twitter and DBLP
datasets respectively. With the consideration of topic popularity factor, AUC further increases around
4.2% and 9% on both datasets. Note that the combination of all the three factors consistently gener-
ates the best results, demonstrating the importance of fusing different factors comprehensively when
modeling the diffusion links.
5.4.3 Results on Community Profiling
In this section, we compare our model with several state-of-the-art baselines in terms of the perfor-
mance on two tasks: community detection and diffusion prediction.
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(a) Modularity on Twitter
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(b) Link Prediction on Twitter
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(c) Modularity on DBLP
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(d) Link Prediction on DBLP
FIGURE 5.4: Community Detection Performance
Effectiveness of Community Detection
We first demonstrate the superiority of our model over existing approaches in terms of community
detection. The results on community detection are shown in Figure 5.4. We can see that our model
outperforms others in both Modularity and Link Prediction AUC. Specifically, our model achieves
the best Modularity due to our user links modeling (Equation 5.1). Both CRM and COLD do not
consider Modularity in their model design. Although CRM also utilizes user links, they define the
community as a multinomial distribution over all user links, which cannot guarantee the modularity
of the detected communities (as shown in Figure 5.4(a) and 5.4(c)). PMTLM gets relatively higher
Modularity than the other two algorithms because the link generation in their methods depends on the
the community distribution similarity between the two documents. However, each community only





































































FIGURE 5.5: Diffusion Prediction Performance
verified by their low Link Prediction AUC as shown in Figure 5.4. Our model achieves remarkably
larger Link Prediction AUC compared to the state-of-the-art method COLD (0.73 vs. 0.64 in Twitter
and 0.88 vs. 0.67 in DBLP, respectively). The performance of CRM shows that modeling community
as multinomial distribution over links are not effective for network data.
Effectiveness of Diffusion Prediction
In this part, we compared different diffusion prediction methods on both datasets. As shown in Figure
5.5, our model achieves the highest AUC in terms of diffusion prediction on both dataset. WTM
specifically designs a set of individual features for Twitter users and beats the other two algorithm
with around 17.6% higher AUC in Twitter. With the consideration of community and topic factor,
our model further improves the diffusion prediction performance by 31.4% in Twitter. Notably, the
diffusion prediction performance of COLD is closer to our model in DBLP than in Twitter. This
demonstrates that community factor contributes more to the information diffusion in DBLP than in
Twitter.
5.4.4 Community Profiling Case Study
We conduct a case study to show the performance of community profiling. Specifically, we illustrate
the content profiles and diffusion profiles for the communities detected by our model from DBLP
dataset with setting |C| = |Z| = 50.
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(a) Topic Network from DBLP (b) Topic Software from DBLP
(c) Topic Savedolphin from Twitter (d) Topic Doctor from Twitter
FIGURE 5.6: Word Clouds of Extracted Topics
Content Profile The content profile is an event topic distribution published by a community. We
first present the word clouds of four extracted topics to better understand the topics extracted by our
model. Figure 5.6 illustrates the word clouds of four event topics: Network and Software from DBLP,
and Savejapandolphin and doctor from Twitter. Table 5.4 lists the content profile for five communities
detected by CP-JHC model, where the first column indicates the community label and the second
column displays the top five topics published by each community along with their probabilities being
assigned with the corresponding community. As shown in Table 5.4, community 6, 16, 44, 45, 47
mainly publish papers in topics “neural network”, “simulation analysis”, “problem optimization”,
“motion tracking” and “knowledge analysis” respectively. Next we will show the diffusion profile of
community 6, which mainly cites papers from the five communities listed in Table 5.4.
Diffusion Profile Table 5.5 lists the summarized diffusion profile for community 6. The first
column presents the source community where the information is from (i.e., the community from
which the papers in community 6 cite) and the second column lists the diffusion strengths from the
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Community Top 5 Topics
6
neural network 0.870, data classification 0.034, algorithm optimization 0.0285
knowledge analysis 0.012, image video retrieval:0.008
16
simulation analysis 0.837, quantum analysis 0.045, molecular dynamics study 0.028
neural network 0.010, solve equation problem 0.007
44
solve equation problem 0.514, simulation analysis 0.426, probebased technology 0.014
data modeling 0.011, molecular dynamics study 0.005
45
motion tracking 0.218, face recognition 0.086, image segmentation 0.079
imagevideo retrieval 0.071, data classification 0.063
47
knowledge analysis 0.981, computer science 0.010, virtual system design 0.002
web information system 0.001, face recognition 0.001
TABLE 5.4: Community Content Profile Examples
Source Diffusion Strengths Across TopicsCommunity
6
neural network 0.005684, synchronize technique 0.001085
simulation analysis 0.001616, web image video retrieval 3.9E-5
16
simulation analysis 5.8E-5, architecture design parallel 5.6E-5
neural network 2.1E-5, quantum analysis 4E-6
44
neural network 1.79E-4, solve equation problem 3E-5
simulation analysis 1E-5, molecular dynamics study 6E-6
45
motion tracking 6.25E-4, neural network 3.6E-5
graph complexity 2.7E-5, web system 1.4E-5
47
knowledge analysis 9.85E-4, neural network 8.95E-4
robot control 4.48E-6, synchronize technique 1.21E-6
TABLE 5.5: Diffusion Profile of Community 6 (neural network)
source community to community 6 on different topics. From Table 5.4 and 5.5 we can observe that,
community 6 mainly cites paper on Topic “neural network” which is its major topic. But when it
publishes paper in other topics, it tends to cite papers from the “expert” communities, e.g., the Topic
“simulation analysis” from community 16. This proves that inter community diffusion strengths are
not necessarily to be “weak” as mentioned in Heterogeneous user interactions.
5.4.5 Efficiency
Inspired by [66], we further implement a parallelized CP-JHC model for efficiency. Specifically,
the dataset is divided into several parts based on the topics each user discusses which is derived by
applying original LDA on all texts. We then assign the community and topic label to the documents
from different data subsets in parallel in each Gibbs sampling iteration. The global counters such as
user-community counter and community-topic counter are synchronized at the end of every Gibbs
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sampling iteration. With such multi-threading implementation, we divide the Twitter and DBLP
datasets into 24 and 12 subsets respectively and the training time of our model is improved by up
to 25 times faster in Twitter and 6 times faster in DBLP. The links in DBLP is much denser than in
Twitter, hence the improvements in the former is lower than in the latter.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a novel community profiling model named CP-JHC for social
event analysis, which considers joint profiling and detection, heterogeneous user interactions and
comprehensive diffusion modeling. Extensive experiments are conducted on two large real-world
datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of our community profiling methods from different aspects.
The efficiency is guaranteed by a multi-threading implementation of CP-JHC.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we study the problem of multi-perspective analysis of social events. We propose several
novel models and efficient algorithms to detect, monitor and visualize the social events from content
aspect and community aspect. In the first step, we detect and monitor the evolving events from the
highly dynamic social text streams with the aid of a novel event index structure as introduced in
Chapter 3. In the second step, to further understand the social events, we design a novel generative
model which explores various social data features to facilitate the event tracking and visualization
process in Chapter 4. In the last step, we propose a novel community profiling model to analyse the
underlying communities involved in the social events, which comprehensively analyses user content,
user links and diffusion links in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 1, we provide the general introduction of this thesis. We first introduce the research
background of the multi-perspective social event analysis problem. Afterwards, we present the three
research problems included in the thesis and the corresponding challenges we are facing. At last, we
summarize our proposed approaches, solutions, as well as our contributions.
In Chapter 2, we undertake a comprehensive literature review on the research topics related to our
work. There are three sections, each of which summarizes the literatures related to one of our research
tasks. In the first section, we review the related work about textual event detection/tracking and text
indexing. In the second section, we discuss the techniques related to topic model for social event
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detection and representative image selection. In the third section, we compare the social community
profiling methods from three aspects: joint community profiling and detection, heterogeneous user
interactions and diffusion granularity level.
In Chapter 3, we study the problem of textual event monitoring and indexing. We present a novel
stream clustering method along with a multi-layer inverted event indexing structure to efficiently and
effectively monitor the evolving events from social text streams. To capture the dynamics of social
events over time, we design four event operations including creation, absorption, split and merge to
the single pass incremental clustering algorithm. In terms of the large-scale highly dynamic social
events, we propose a multi-layer event indexing structure named MIL to accelerate the event evolution
monitoring process. The MIL is designed in a way that more relevant yet shorter event lists are quickly
found at the lowest layer, hence searching longer event lists at the upper layers can be largely avoided
by our proposed pruning strategy. We verify both the effectiveness of our stream clustering algorithm
and the efficiency of our multi-layer event indexing structure by an extensive set of experiments on
real-world tweet datasets.
In Chapter 4, we propose a novel topic model which exploits various social data features in ad-
dition to textual contents for effective social event tracking and visualization. We thoroughly study
images in social networks, especially their effects on event detection and tracking performance. To
deal with the large amount of noisy social images, we design a two-filter strategy, which first removes
images that fall into the predefined stop image category, then filters the general images that frequently
and uniformly appearing in many events and thus bring negative effect on event detection. Extensive
experiments conducted on a real-world tweet dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of our method
from different aspects.
In Chapter 5, we propose a novel social community profiling problem for social event analy-
sis. Given a social data stream consists of user links, user-generated contents and diffusion links,
we aims to detect communities from the social data stream and provide each community a content
profile (the event topic distribution of a community) and a diffusion profile (a distribution of the in-
formation diffusion strength from one community to another on a certain topic). We design a novel
generative model named CP-JHC which jointly detects and profiles communities from social data.
Different user interactions such as user links (i.e., following relationships) and diffusion links (i.e.,
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retweets) are modelled heterogeneously. Furthermore, we comprehensively consider individual fac-
tor, community factor and temporal topic popularity factor for the diffusion modeling. We implement
a multi-threading CP-JHC to guarantee the efficiency of our method. The effectiveness of our method
is verified by extensive experiments conducted on two large real-world datasets.
6.2 Future Directions
The investigation on the problem of multi-perspective social event analysis is still far from finished.
The new applications bring new perspectives and new opportunities.
6.2.1 Personalized Event Detection
In this work, we detect and monitor the general events from the entire social data streams. In reality,
people have their own topics of interest and preferences for the events that attract their attentions. How
to adapt event detection to a specific user still remains open and challenging. In the third task in this
thesis, we have derived the user profile from both individual and community level by comprehensively
modeling user links, user generated contents and diffusion links. These user profiles can be utilized
as users’ interests to support personalized event recommendation. There have been some attempts
for personalized event detection in the literature [20, 57]. However, the users’ interests are either
pre-defined context or directly derived from the data, which is not always available in real life. It
will be interesting and promising to recommend the social events to users based on the automatically
detected user profiles.
6.2.2 Temporal-aware Social Data Analysis
Time is one of the most important feature of social data and is of great importance for both event
detection and community profiling. Since social data is updated quickly, both social events and social
communities detected from social data are highly dynamic. Considering the temporal factor helps to
monitor the evolving events and communities more accurately. Moreover, with the large amount of
posts generated every day, it is impossible to store and manage all the data in main memory. How to
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reduce the I/O cost is crucial in the social data analysis area. Take event detection task as an example,
the popular events and communities are normally frequently accessed when their follow-up posts
arrive. However, following the nature of the event life circle, events normally fade out after a certain
period. Faded events are less likely to be accessed. Given this observation and inspired by [87], we
plan to propose a temporal-aware event monitoring model which stores the recent active events in the
main memory and faded events on the hard disk to reduce the number of random accesses to the hard
disk. The fading probability of the events in memory are checked, and idle or faded events are moved
to the hard disk.
6.2.3 Distributed Event Monitoring and Community Profiling
In view of the large amount and quickly updated social data stream, it is crucial to develop the social
event analysis algorithms that are efficient and scalable. Spark is a fast in-memory cluster computing
framework which supports large-scale data processing. It has been the talk of the Big Data town for
a while [74]. Generally speaking, Spark extends the MapReduce model to efficiently support more
types of computations such as interactive queries and stream processing and it is designed to cover
a wide range of workloads that previously required separate distributed systems [32]. We intend
to deploy our existing social event analysis techniques in the Spark distributed platform to support
scalable and efficient multi-perspective social event analysis from big social data.
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